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I. INTRODUCTION 
At any f inite temperature the atoms which make up a solid are not 
at rest but are constantly in motion. At extremely low temperatures 
this motion may consist entirely of lattice vibrations, however as the 
temperature is increased the atoms begin to acquire more and more energy 
via the thermal vibrations and at some temperature these vibrations wil l 
be of such magnitude as to allow the atoms to overcome restraining 
barriers within the solid and make translationa1 jumps throughout the 
lattice. This motion is referred to as translational diffusion and can 
be characterized in many instances by the diffusion coefficient D which 
satisfies Pick's second law in the form 
" = 0 7 ^  c ( r , t )  
where c(r, t) is the concentration of the diffusing quantity. 
Lazarus (1) has discussed the l imitations involved in the application 
of this equation to the description of mass f low in solids. One of the 
most important l imitations is that the equation describes the results 
of experiment only in the case of vanishingly small concentration gradients. 
This, however, is no problem when the diffusion under consideration is 
that of the atoms in a pure metal or that of one or more species of atoms 
in a homogeneous compound. When this restriction is satisfied D is called 
the self-diffusion coefficient. Further necessary restrictions, which can 
be controlled experimentally, are that there be present no gradients of 
temperature or pressure or any external f ields which might influence the 
diffusion. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the temperature dependence 
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of hydrogen diffusion in thorium hydrogen systems. That hydrogen 
diffusion does occur in these systems has been demonstrated by Peterson 
and Rexer (2) and Peterson and Westlake (3) in the case of the hydride 
approximated by the formula ThHg and by Spalthoff (4) in the case of 
the hydride Th^H^^. Their works can be related most conveniently to 
the present study through the diffusion parameter called the activation 
energy. This parameter is determined from the temperature dependence of 
the diffusion coefficient and has a physical interpretation related to 
the energy barrier an atom must overcome in order to jump from one 
position to another within a crystal lattice. 
Bloembergen, Pound, and Puree 11 (BPP) (5) have shown that the 
diffusion coefficient can be related to certain nuclear spin relaxation 
times when the nuclei are involved in the diffusion process. This theory 
applies mainly to diffusion in l iquids and gases. H. C. Torrey (6, 7) 
and Resing and Torrey (8) have developed a theory which extends the BPP 
theory to lattice diffusion describable in terms of random walks. In 
this theory the nuclear spin relaxation times are related to the mean 
free time between diffusive jumps and to the lattice parameters rather 
than to the diffusion coefficient. The method used in this research 
for studying the hydrogen diffusion has been to measure the appropriate 
hydrogen or proton spin relaxation times as functions of temperature by 
means of transient or pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. The 
Torrey theory is then used to determine the diffusion parameters. 
One of the most interesting problems associated with diffusion in 
solids is the determination of the microscopic mechanism involved when 
more than one possibil ity exists. In ThH2 the hydrogen occupies tetra-
3 
hedral interstit ial positions in the face-centered-tetragonal lattice 
(see Chapter II). It is possible that the hydrogen diffusion mechanism, 
in this instance, involves diffusive jumps to octahedral interstit ial 
positions in this lattice as well as direct jumps between tetrahedral 
positions. This problem is similar to the problem of interstit ial 
diffusion of carbon in the body-centered-cubic lattice of iron as dis­
cussed by Condit and Beshers (9). In that case, i t  is the octahedral 
sites that are normally occupied, and there is evidence based on thermo­
dynamic arguments and measurements of the diffusion coefficient, that 
two mechanisms exist. One of these involves a diffusive jump that takes 
the carbon atom from an octahedral site to a tetrahdra! site and back 
to an octahedral site. The other mechanism involves jumps between 
tetrahedral sites only. We believe that the microscopic character of 
Torrey's theory of translational diffusion has provided a quantitative 
determination of the mechanisms involved in the hydrogen diffusion in 
thorium hydrides of the present study. 
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II. THE THORIUM-HYDROGEN SYSTEMS 
A. Thorium Hydride Phases 
Thorium matal as classified bv Smith (JO) belongs to a group of 
metals called "exothermic occluders" of hydrogen. These metals exhibit 
the abil ity to absorb large quantit ies of hydrogen at normal temperatures 
and pressures after f irst being raised to a temperature, the "activation 
temperature", which is above the "opening temperature" or the temperature 
at which the metal f irst begins to occlude. Included in this group 
are titanium, vanadium, manganese, zirconium, palladium, tantalum, the 
rare earths, and the actinides thorium and uranium. For a survey of 
the work done on these hydrides through 1948 the book by D. P. Smith 
(10) is recommended and for information on more recent work a book by 
G. G. Libowitz (11) is recommended. 
A great portion of the knowledge of the thorium-hydrogen systems 
is derived from pressure-composition isotherms (2, 12, 13), which give 
the equil ibrium hydrogen pressure above the metal as a function of the 
hydrogen absorbed by the metal. Figure { shows the pressure-composi­
t ion isotherms of Nottorf (12). These isotherms demonstrate the 
existence of two definite thorium hydride phases. The following is an 
interpretation of these curves (11). Starting at the lower left portion 
of the 600°C isotherm, i t  is seen that as the metal absorbs hydrogen 
the equil ibrium pressure increases up to the H/Th ratio of 0.4. At 
this point the metal phase is said to be saturated and any additional 
hydrogen wil l induce the formation of the non-stoichmetric hydride 
ThH, The pressure at this point and along the level portion of the I • / 
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curve is called the dissociation pressure of the metal hydride. As 
more hydrogen is added the overall H/Th ratio wil l f inally reach 1.7, 
where then the addition of further hydrogen raises the pressure as 
H/Th approaches the stoichiometric value 2. Following the 200°C 
isotherm i t is seen that as H/Th becomes greater than z the pressure 
again reaches a plateau, thus indicating the formation of a second 
thorium hydride phase. Nottorf suggested from this work that the 
ideal formula for the higher hydride was either ThH^ or ThH^ 
Zachariasen (l4), using X-ray diffraction, determined the formula to 
be Th^Hj^, agreeing with the second formula of Nottorf. 
The heat of formation of the hydride phases can be obtained from 
the dissociation pressures as a function of temperature. Nottorf 's 
data yields a value of -35 K-calories/mole Hg for the ThHg hydride 
which is in good agreement with the work of Peterson and Rexer (2) 
and Mallett and Campbell (13). The heat of formation for Th^H^^ taken 
from Nottorf 's data is -19 K-calories/mole Hg. 
Using the pressure-composition isotherms, i t  is possible to construct 
the temperature-composition phase diagram shown In Figure 2. Region 
(a) of this figure is a single-phase region of hydrogen dissolved in 
thorium metal. Region (b) is an inhomogeneous region composed of 
thorium metal and thorium hydride. Region (c) is considered to be a 
homogeneous single-phase region of hydrogen deficient ThH^ up to 
H/Th = 2. Just above H/Th = 2 the formation of Th^Hj^ begins, and 
region (d) is thus a two-phase region consisting of both hydride forms. 
Region (e) is a homogeneous single-phase region composed of hydrogen 
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deficient Th^H^^. Rundle, Shuil, and Wollan (15) using X-ray diffraction 
on thorium hydride samples within the regions (b) through (e) have shown 
that bo\h the thorium metal structure and the ThHg structure are present 
in region (b) and both the ThHg and the Th^H^^ structures are present in 
region (d). in regions (c) and (e) only the structures of ThHg and Th^H^^ 
respectively were detected. 
B. Thorium Hydride Structures 
Upon the formation of the lower hydride, thorium metal undergoes 
a lattice change anc! expansion. The original metal lattice is face-
o 
centered-cubic wi^h lattice parameter a = 5.08 A (16) while the dihydride 
o o 
lattice is face-centered-tetragona1 with a^ = 5.80 A and c^ = 5.03 A 
o o 
(or body-centered-tetragona1 with a = 4.10 A and c = 5.03 A) (15, 17). 
Figure 3 shows this structure as a face-centered-tetragonal metal 
lattice. Within this lattice i t is possible for hydrogen atoms to occupy 
the eight tetrahedral interstit ial sites per unit cell and the four octa­
hedral sites in a unit cell. The neutron diffraction study of reference 
(I5) has shown that the hydrogens in ThHg prefer the tetrahedral positions. 
As H/Th becomes larger than 2 i t  would appear that the hydrogen could begin 
to f i l l  the octahedral interstices up to H/Th = 3, which is the case in 
lanthanum hydride (18) where the structure is similar. However, from the 
X-ray data and the pressure-composition isotherms previously mentioned, 
i t  is evident that the f i l l ing of the octahedral positions occurs, i f  at 
all, only in a somewhat narrow region of H/Th > 2 and that the excess 
hydrogen induces the formation of the higher hydride Th^^Hj^. 
This higher hydride possesses a complex body-centered-cubic 
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structure of the lk3à space group with a^ = 9.11 A (14). Each unît 
cell contains 16 thorium atoms and 60 hydrogen atoms. 
C. Samples Studied 
Four samples representing the three major divisions of the hydride 
phase range were used in this work. Sample 1 l ies in region (d) of 
Figure 2 with H/Th slightly greater than 2. Sample 2 l ies in region (b) 
of Figure 2 or the ThHg region of Figure 1. Sample 1 is thus an excess 
hydrogen concentration sample of ThHg and could presumably contain some 
Th^H^g. Sample 2 is, of course, e hydrogen deficient sample of ThHg 
and should contain both the metal and the hydride structures. Samples 
3 and 4 l ie in the far right portion of region (d) and should be mainly 
Th^H^g with minor amounts of ThHg. 
These samples were prepared by Dr. D. T. Peterson and co-workers 
of the Metallurgy Department of Iowa State University. 
Figure 1. Equil ibrium-pressure isotherms of the thorium-hydrogen system 
(by decomposition) (10). 
Figure 2. Thorium-hydrogen temperature versus hydrogen concentration 
phase diagram. The phases present in each region are as 
follows: (a) thorium metal, (b) thorium metal plus ThH2, 
(c) ThH2, (d) ThH2 plus Th^H^g, (e) Thf^H;g. 
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Figure 3. Face centered tetragonal crystal structure. 
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m .  THEORY OF NUCLEAR SPIN RELAXATION AND DIFFUSION 
A. Nuclear Spin Hamiltonian 
A nucleus possessing a spin angular momentum also possesses a 
magnetic dipole moment. This quantum mechanical magnetic moment u 
can be related to the angular momentum operator through Planck's 
constant h and the constant 7 which is called the gyromagnetic (or 
magnetogyric) ratio. 
M = 7^1 (1) 
The underline (_) indicates that the quantity is a quantum operator. 
The energy of a classical magnetic dipole in an external magnetic 
—» —* —* 
f ield H^can be written as E = -jn • .  By analogy, the quantum 
mechanical Hamiltonian for a single spin in an external magnetic f ield 
is written as 
—* 
V = -7*2'"o (2) 
where equation 1 has been used to replace the magnetic moment u. When 
a system of spins, such as is found in a solid, is under study i t is 
necessary to include in the Hamiltonian terms due to the dipole-dipole 
interaction of each spin with all other spins, including those of 
different nuclear species. In addition to this there are in general 
several other interactions that must be considered. For example, i f  
the spin is greater than 1/2, the nucleus may possess an electric 
quadrupole moment which can interact with any electric f ield gradients 
present. Also the spin system could be coupled to the conduction 
electrons or to unpaired electrons in metals or to unpaired electrons 
of paramagnetic impurities which could be present in the sample. 
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The study of hydrogen nuclear spins in thorium hydrides eliminates 
two of the above considerations altogether. First, since the proton 
spin is 1/2, there can be no nuclear quadrupole moment associated with 
the proton, and secondly since thorium has a zero nuclear spin, there 
is no magnetic dipolar coupling of the protons to the thorium. For 
the present the other possible interactions wil l be neglected, and only 
the dipolar interaction for nuclei of l ike spins wil l be considered. 
Thus the Hamiltonian of the proton spin system in the thorium hydrides 
can be written as (1?) 
-  - - r.ft l: 37:A{r. .  iJr 
-K: =  -  Z ( 7 ; A I ; '  H  +  7  A l .  .  2 r  %  '  -  ^ T  )  0 )  
'  '  °  j t i  ri. r/ ' ^ 
^ IJ IJ 
= (5^ + 3^|)' 
The sums i  and j  are over all the nuclei in the system, and for the 
system under study, all nuclei have equivalent 7-'s as well as 
The f irst term of this equation is simply the sum of all the Zeeman 
energies of equation 2 for the individual spins interacting with the 
externally applied f ield H^, while the second term represents the dipol 
dipole interaction energy. The sum over j  in this term is the dipole 
f ield at the i-th nucleus due to all other nuclei in the sample with 
r. j being the radius vector between the ith and jth nuclei. The 
dependence of the Hamiltonian on the relative position coordinates make 
i t a random function of time, for when the nuclei carrying the spins 
undergo diffusion the coordinates r.. become random functions of time. 
In order to establish the diffusional dependence of the nuclear spin 
relaxation times, to be defined in the next section, this Hamiltonian 
!3  
is treated with time dependent perturbation theory with ^ being the 
perturbation of the zero order operator 
Bo Definit ions of the Relaxation Times and the Second Moment 
The discussion of this section wil l be a semi-classical, semi-
quantum mechanical discussion in that the quantum mechanical spin 
system wil l in several instances be treated using classical equations 
of motion. This is done by considering the eigenvalues of the angular 
momentum operator to be a classical angular momentum A I . A complete 
quantum treatment of the following can be found in books by A. Abragam 
(20) and C. P. Slichter (21). 
I t is customary in discussions of this sore to let the external 
magnetic f ield mentioned above l ie along the positive z-axis. With 
this simplif ication equation 2 becomes 
%  =  ( 2 ' )  
and for a single nucleus i t is seen that there are two possible energy 
levels corresponding to the two eigenvalues (m = + 1/2) of These 
levels are E ,  =+ 1/2 yAH and E,,._ = -1/2 jhW .  Transitions 
- ;/z o +I/Z o 
between these levels can be induced by electromagnetic radiation 
of frequency the resonance frequcicy, such that the quantum of 
energy = ^-1/2 " ^+1/2 ~ is called the 
Larmor frequency, for i t is equal to the Larmor precessional frequency 
—• —* 
of a magnetic moment m about the magnetic f ield This can be seen 
from the fact that the torque on a magnetic moment can be written as 
where AI is the angular momentum of t ie spin. Using equation 1 this 
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is rewritten as 
^ = '7% X M (4) 
which is recognized as the equation of motion for a vector m of 
constant magnitude precessing about the direction of with angular 
-* -* 2 frequency Since the eigenvalue of J_ is I  (I +1) = 3/4, 
while the projection on the z axis is 1/2, the spin angular momentum and 
thus the magnetic moment m are not aligned with the f ield but are at an 
angle 0 - cos ^(1//3) to the z-axis. 
When a system of non-diffusing atoms is placed in an external 
magnetic f ield each spin experiences, in addition to the external 
f ield, a local f ield due to the dipole interaction discussed in the pre­
vious section. Before being placed in the f ield the spins, having no pre­
ferred external direction wil l have random space alignment, however, once 
in the f ield there must be more spins in the m = state, the lower 
energy state, than in the m = -1/2 state in order for the spin system 
to be in thermal equil ibrium. It is sti l l  possible to talk about a 
spin being in a certain state with respect of the external f ield, for the 
magnitude of the external f ield is much greater than the magnitude of 
the local f ields. In this research a typical would be 3.5 x 10^ 
gauss while an extreme local f ield would be on the order of 8 gauss. 
Thus the sum of H and the local f ield is approximately H .  The 
o '  o 
presence of the dipole fields does mean however that there wil l no 
longer be a sharp resonance frequency, but a distribution of resonance 
frequencies representative of the crystal structure of the sample and 
centered about m .  
o 
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It is evident that the spin system is in a lower energy state when 
in thermal equil ibrium in the presence of an external f ield than i t is 
in the absence of such a f ield. This means that the system must give 
up energy to the lattice. The customary meaning for lattice, used in 
this respect, is everything but the spin system itself and could include 
all mechanisms mentioned in section III. A. However, as in that section, 
we wil l be l imited to the magnetic dipole interaction which is the 
mechanism by which the spin system is coupled to the thermal motion of 
the atoms, i .e. the lattice. The approach of a random spin system to 
thermal equil ibrium is not instantaneous but occurs in a time charac­
teristic of the strength of the interaction of the spins with the lattice. 
This time, T^, is called the spin lattice relaxation time. This 
relaxation mechanism also affects the distribution of resonance frequen­
cies. For as stated by Bloembergen (IS) the spin lattice relaxation 
l imits the l ifetime of a spin in a given state and therefore broadens 
the energy level of the state to a continuous distribution. 
In the most common nuclear magnetic resonance experiment, the sample 
Is exposed to continuous radiation of frequency tUg and the external 
magnetic f ield is swept from well below to well above The power 
absorbed as a function of external f ield, as the f ield passes through 
the resonance values, is monitored and a l ine shape g(H - H^) is obtained. 
If i t were not for the interactions mentioned above this shape would be 
a ^-function centered at whereas with these interactions i t wil l be 
some bell-shaped curve with f inite width centered about H^. 
In the rigid lattice, that is at a temperature below which diffusion 
occurs, information about the crystal structure can be obtained through 
16 
the second moment of the experimental l ine shape by comparing i t  with the 
theoretical value due to Van Vleck (22). The second moment is defined 
as 
for a system of l ike nuclei in equivalent lattice positions of an 
orthogonal lattice. Here a resonant nucleus is at the origin and r. 
is the distance from the origin to the ith nucleus. The sum is over all 
nuclei in the crystal and the relation is for the powder sample where 
all crystal orientations with respect to the applied f ield are present. 
To discuss the second relaxation time of interest i t wil l be 
convenient to consider the total nuclear magnetization of the spin 
system. If the spin system is in thermal equil ibrium in the presence 
—* —* 
of an then there wil l be a net magnetization M due to the excess 
number of spins in the ground state m = -1/2 over the state m = + 1/2. 
M wil l be the sum of the z-components of the individual magnetic 
moments with equil ibrium value while the x and y components wil l 
average to zero due to their random orientations. Since the equation 
of motion for the individual magnetic moments is l inear, the net 
magnetization obeys the same equation and thus 
magnetic f ields. 
As can be seen by equation 4', and as wil l be discussed further 
CO 
and van Vleck has shown that this can be written exactly as 
Mg = I  1(1 + 1) 7^*2 2 r. 'G (5) 
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in Chapter IV, i t is possible, with the application of a pulsed oscil­
lating magnetic f ield Hj(t) perpendicular to and of frequency 
to t i l t the equil ibrium magnetization into the xy plane and there to 
detect a signal proportional To i ts magnitude. This is, of course, no 
longer an equil ibrium condition for the spin system when Hj(t) is absent, 
and thus the individual spins wil l begin to realign with via the spin 
lattice relaxation in order to return to thermal equil ibrium, thereby 
reducing the magnitude of from while again wil l grow toward 
M^. In this experiment the return to thermal equil ibrium is exponential 
wi th 
= M^(l - e ^' '^1) (6) 
when the magnetization is in the xy-plane at t = 0. 
When the l ine shape, g(H-H^) is Lorentzian, as is the case when 
diffusion occurs, the total reduction of the xy-magnetization after the 
t i l t ing pulse can be written as 
where 
and Tg' is the spin-spin relaxation time. This relaxation mechanism 
also arises from the dipole term in equation 1. Via this interaction 
the spins can undergo mutual exchanges of energy, or in other words, 
mutual spin f l ips occur which do not change the total energy of the 
spin system, but do l imit the l ifetime of the state of a particular 
spin. Tg' is thus a measure of the strength of this interaction. This 
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relaxation mechanism is equivalent to the broadening of the resonance 
frequency spectrum due to the effects of the local dipole fields 
experienced by each spin. 
C. The Diffusional Dependence of and T^' 
The qualitative effects of diffusion on the relaxation times can 
be seen quite easily. When the motion of the atoms becomes significant 
the diffusing spins wil l begin to see several different local f ields in 
a time which is on the order of the inverse Larmor frequency. The effect 
of these small random changes leads to an average f ield which approaches 
the external f ield as the motion becomes more rapid. This effect thus 
narrows the resonance absorption l ine, or equivalently, i t  can be said 
that the spin-spin relaxation time Tg' increases monotonically as the 
motion becomes more rapid. Another way of thinking of this is that the 
spins spend less and less time in the presence of any one local f ield 
as the motion increases and thus the probabil ity of a mutual spin f l ip 
is reduced, which in turn lengthens the relaxation time. Also associated 
with the random motion of the dipoles there wil l, at each lattice site, 
be a frequency spectrum of locally oscil lating magnetic f ields. The 
portion of the spectrum near the Larmor frequency can be effective in 
causing transitions of the spins between their energy levels. The 
energy lost or gained by the spins is thus transferred to or from the 
thermal motion of the atoms. This, then, is the spin-lattice relaxation 
mechanism. For extremely slow or rapid motion the spectrum wil l be 
peaked at frequencies either well below or well above the Larmor fre­
quency and only the tail of the spectrum wil l be effective in producing 
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transitions. Somewhere between the two extremes the spectrum wil l be 
peaked at the Larmor frequency and the spin-lattice coupling wil l be 
quite strong. This wil l occur when the time a nucleus spends at any 
one lattice site is approximately equal to the inverse Larmor frequency. 
Thus Tj, the spin-lattice relaxation time, wil l f irst decrease as 
diffusion begins; i t  wil l reach a minimum when the coupling is the 
strongest, and once again increase as the motion increases. 
Bloembergen, Pound and Purcell (5) have related the relaxation times 
quantitatively to these frequency spectra or spectral densities of the 
dipolar perturbât ion of equation 1. Kp upon transformation to 
spherical polar coordinates, can be rewritten as 
2 2 
•K, = S Z (A + B + Ç. + £ + ^ + _F) (9) 
! f j 
where 
A = -I i  (1 - 3cos^e..) ;  D = c" 
-  —Z. —Z. IJ'  — — 
I J 
B .  -îOÎ"' i :)(l - scos^e.j); E .  
C  .  ( | ( * ) |  +  | ( + ) |  )  ( s i n e . . c o s e . . F  .  e ' " ' .  ( 1 0 )  
-  2 —I —ZJ —J —Z.'  IJ IJ J'  '  — — 
Here 1^—^ -= I  + i  I and 0.. and 6.. are the polar and azimuthal angles 
-  -X - —Y IJ Tij 
of the radius vector r.., which connects the i-th and j-th nuclei. BPP 
IJ 
were the f irst to recognize that although this perturbation did not 
allow for a spin-lattice relaxation mechanism in the absence of motion, 
terms C through F did provide for such relaxation when considered in 
the presence of thermal motion. As can be seen from its form, is 
responsible for the mutual spin f l ipping discussed earlier, while term 
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_A is equivalent to the change in the z-component of magnetic f ield at a 
nuclear site due to the neighboring spins. 
It is a result of quantum mechanical t ime dependent perturbation 
theory that the average transition probabil ity for transitions from a 
zero order state 7 to the zero order state 6 in the time t-t '  = T 
under the influence of a perturbation which Is a random function 
of time. Is given by 
% =.r_  ^ G^ (^T)exp(-ia,^ ^T)dT. (11) 
Here the super-bar indicates an average taken over a statistical ensemble 
and G ,  which is called the correlation function,is given by 
Gyg (T) = <7!K, (t)|6)(6)%:,(t ')|7), (12) 
while (n is the energy difference of the two states in frequency units. 
76 
Equation 11 can be written simply as 
% = •'rsSs' ('3) 
where is the Fourier integral or the spectral density of the 
correlation function. 
When the nuclei of a solid undergo thermal motion the position 
functions of equations 10 become random functions of time and in order 
to apply the above results the following correlation functions are 
def i  ned: 
k (T) 2 F Mt)i^';(f) (14) 
K  j  ' J  U  
(t - t '  = T) 
'see reference (17) pp. 272-274 for a derivation of this result. 
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where. 
(15)  
F.^(t) = sine., e^'^ij/r.3 
U IJ IJ 
The spectral densities of the position functions are thus 
S%(w) =.f e'®^k^(t)dt (16) 
— CO 
When the appropriate matrix elements of the spin operators are combined 
with the the total transition probabil ity for a transition from 
a state m to a state m + 1 or equivalently from a state m + I to m is 
given by. 
Although the transition probabil it ies are equivalent for both an upward 
and a downward transition, Bloembergen has shown that when the popula­
tions of the levels in thermal equil ibrium are given by the Boltzmann 
distribution, a disturbed system wi11 return to thermal equil ibrium 
exponentially with a characteristic time 
The combination of equation 17 with 18 leads to 
Bloembergen originally included a factor of 1/2 with Sg (2%*)^), 
however this was later shown to be incorrect by Kubo and Tomita (23) 
and Solomon (24). In a manner similar to SPP's, these references also 
gave an expression for the transverse relaxation time Tg which Resing 
W = ^ 7%^l(l + l)rs,(mg; + S^i2m^)-] (17) 
^ = 17^^1(1 + i)rs^(u>Q) + 62(20^)]. (19) 
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and Torrey (8) have cited as 
-^ = i  7^^1(1 + l)r^ s^(0) + i  s^(ujq) + ^ $^{203^)1 (20) 
With equations 19 and 20 given, the problem becomes that of calcu­
lat ing the spectral densit ies using the part icular model appropriate 
for the dif fusion under study. BPP had some success in f i t t ing T| data 
for rotat ing molecules and translat ional dif fusion in l iquids and sol ids 
using the assumption that the correlat ion functions could be writ ten as 
k ( t)  = Z Ff;(t ' )  e"tt | /Tc 
K j  'J U 
where the correlat ion t ime, is a characterist ic of the Brownian 
motion and sets a l imit on the t ime in which k^^t) has a value other 
than zero. The l imitat ions of this assumption lay in the possibi l i ty 
that more than one correlat ion t ime or a distr ibution of correlat ion 
t imes were involved in the process, and that for translat ional dif fusion 
this assumption is val id only in the case of long f l ight paths. 
By considering random walk dif fusion processes, Torrey (6) extended 
the BPP theory to translat ional dif fusion in sol ids in a manner that 
el iminated the need for the assumption of a single correlat ion t ime. 
Holcomb and Norberg (25) in their study of the alkal i  metals found that 
this theory agreed with their data better than did the BPP theory, 
especial ly in the region of slower dif fusion rates. The remainder of 
this section provides a summary of this theory. A similar discussion 
can be found in a thesis on hydrogen in tantulum by E. G. Apgar (26). 
In order to tai;s the ensemble average indicated in equation 14, 
P(r, "r^, t)d^r is defined as the probabil i ty at t ime t  that a spin j  
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wil l  be found in the volume d^r at "r relat ive to a spin i  i f  at t ime zero 
the relat ive distance was "r^ .  This probabil i ty al lows for the change 
of posit ion of both the i  and j  spins. Also, i f  the init ial spin 
density is f fY^) and N is the total number of spins in the system, then 
N Vrr^)d^r^ is the probabil i ty that at zero t ime spin j  is located in 
d^r at ? relat ive to spin i .  The correlat ion function can then be 
o o 
writ ten as 
v fyp.) f,ytr„) f(v d^r (21) 
where the sum on j  has been replaced by mult ipl ication by N. 
The assumption is made that every spin posit ion is stat ist ical ly 
equivalent, in that the probabil i ty Cr)d^r that after one dif fusive 
jump the new spin posit ion wil l  l ie in d^r at Ir relat ive the init ial 
posit ion is the same for al l  posit ions. Then P^("r) referr ing to n jumps 
can be wri t ten as 
^ .^"0) e-"-pd3p (22) 
where A(p) is defined as the Fourier transform of P^Cr), and the integral 
of equation 22 is over al l  space. When random dif fusive jumps are 
assumed so that the Po:?son distr ibution, 
"n = -i" <t '" 
can be used for the probabil i ty that n jumps wi l l  occur in a t ime t ,  where 
T is the mean free t ime between jumps, then the probabil i ty density 
P(?,t) of f inding a spin in d^r at "r at t ime t  which was ini t ial ly at the 
origin ?s writ ten as 
P(r,t) = s P„(7) W ( t)  .  (24) 
n n n 
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Substitut ing equations 22 and 23 into 24 P(r,t) becomes 
P(r, t)  = Jexp{-ip .  ? - [  1 -  A(p)]} d^p (25) 
Using these definit ions and assuming A(p) is an even function, Torrey 
f inds the expression for P(r, "r^, t )  to be 
PCt. Jexp{-ip. (r -  r^) -  — 0 '  A(p)]}d^p (26) 
Torrey shows that in order for the ordinary dif fusion equation 
= Dv^(P(?,t)) 
~^2 2 "T 
to holdj r  « 6a ,  where r  is the mean square f l ight path and a is the 
distance of closest approach of two spins, as well  as urr « 1, where uj 
1/2 
is the resonance frequency, in this region PjC?)= (^Drr) 
and A(p) = [1 + Drp^l % with 
D = r^/ÔT • (27) 
Equation 27 should give a method for evaluating a dif fusion coeff icient 
from relaxation data, however because of the restr ict ions necessary for 
the val idity of the dif fusion equation, the quantity ? wi l l  be the 
quantity of physical interest in studying the dif fusion process. 
The problem now is to evaluate P(r, "r^, t )  and f( f^) for the case 
of latt ice dif fusion in which a nucleus carrying the spin jumps between 
latt ice sites. Assuming a constant spin density, f fr^) becomes 
f(rj = cz - ?k) (28) 
where c is the rat io of the number of nuclei to the number of latt ice 
sites, and 2 is over al l  latt ice sites. Taking 
P,(r) = 4 6(f - t ) (29) 
I  z 1=1 C 
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where the sum is over the nearest neighbors, A(p) becomes 
A(p) = 72 ,  exp ( ip .  r ).  (30) 
z i=i ' 
Torrey found that using these values, i t  was not possible to 
integrate equation I6 for and on this account employed an 
approximation. The approximation is that of isotropic random walk 
dif fusion in which the jump distance always has the same value which 
here wi l l  be cal led The isotropic approximation al lows the jump 
to end anywhere on the surface of a sphere of radius t  with start ing 
point at the center. The just i f ication for this l ies in the fact that 
often the nearest neighbors, to which a latt ice jump would occur, l ie 
on the surface of a sphere, and in a polycrystal1ine sample the average 
of al l  crystal orientations must ult imately be taken. Torrey considers 
the isotropic approximation to be a dif ferent, though less precise, form 
for taking this average. With these approximations equations 29 and 30 
become 
PS') 
A(p) = S'nCtp) ^ (30') 
•vp 
Using these values, Torrey has found 
s, (w) = G(k, f) (31) 
in which i f  n Is the number of si tes per unit cel l  with volume v then 
en© 
n = — is the number of nuclei per unit volume, k is a constant 
V 
related to the distance of nearest approach of two nuclei,  and has been 
shown by Torrey to be 
k^ = y s , (32) 
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where E is over al l  latt ice sites in a crystal.  Final ly lett ing ^  = y, 
k 6 
Torry obtains 
(1 - j  
G(k,y) -  [  sin X\2 2 X '  (^3) 
o (1 —) + y 
Torrey also f inds that (w) = 4 S^Cto) and states in reference (8) 
that (m) = 6Sj(a)^). Thus equations 19 and 20 can be writ ten in terms 
of y and G(k,y)_, 
= Hr$(k,y)] (34) 
7 = H[j y G(k,y) + n(k,y)] (35) 
2 
where 
H  =  y V i O  +  1 )  (36) 
(5 k^t^u)) 
t(k,y) = y G(k,y) + 4y G(k, 2y) (37) 
n(k,y) =27 G(k,y) + y G(k, 2y). (38) 
Rasing and Torrey (8) have tabulated these functions for nearest 
neighbor dif fusion for face-centered-cubic (k = 0.74280) and body-
centered-cubic (k = 0.76293) latt ices. Apgar (26) has extended the 
treatment to the case where two spin species are present and tabulates 
the functions for k = 0.42371. 
From the form of G(k,y) i t  can be seen that for extremely rapid 
motion, i.e. mr « 1, T^ should approach T^, and both should be given by 
= T," '  = 5 H y G(k, 0) (39) 
while at the opposite extreme where arr » 1, but there is st i l l  suff icient 
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motion to be out of the r igid latt ice, Torrey f inds 
"2"^ -  I  H y G(k,0) (40) 
- ] 
which is 3/10 the value of for UJT « 1. Resing and Torrey thus 
define the quantity T^' as 
(t2')' ' =• i  "y g(k.o) = t,-' - t,-' (41) 
which does not change i ts dependence on y in the intermediate region of 
(DT and thus corresponds to the spin-spin relaxation t ime discussed in the 
previous section. 
(JUT 
At some point in the intermediate region of urr, say = y^, 
&(k,y ) w i l l  r e a c h  a  m a x i m u m  a n d  t h u s  T, will  have a minimum T, .  
'  m I  Im 
Since — is a l inear function of ^(k,y) the fol lowing relat ion holds: 
For dif fusional processes such as the one under consideration the mean 
free t ime between jumps has the fol lowing temperature dependence: 
T = TOEEA/RT (43) 
where t^ is a constant, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. R is 
the gas constant, and is cal led the activation energy. I f  the 
correct k value is known for the process under consideration and a 
tabulation of ( j)(k,y) for various values of y has been made, equation 42 
along with Tj measurements as a function of temperature can be used to 
obtain t as a function of temperature. The plot of log(t) versus 1/RT 
cc 
should yield a straight l ine whose slope is E^. Since T^' = — where 
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a is a constant, the slope of T' should be equal to -E ,  and since i t  is 
not necessary in the region below » ') to make any assumptions 
about the dif fusion mechanism (no value of k need be assumed) in order to 
f ind from ,  this theory should give an indication of the dif fusion 
mechanism involved when the choice is that of determining which of several 
dif ferent possible latt ice posit ions is involved in the basic dif fusional 
jump. This, as wi l l  be seen later, is precisely the problem involved in 
the present study. 
L). Dif fusion Mechanisms for ThHg 
There have been numerous proposals made for dif fusion mechanisms in 
sol ids. A l ist of the most important ones can be found in a review 
art icle by Lazarus and Nachtrieb (27). Due to the nature of the hydrides 
only two of these mechanisms wi l l  be discussed here. They are the inter­
st i t ial  mechanism and the vacancy mechanism. As the names indicate, the 
interst i t ial  mechanism involves the translat ional jumping of atoms through 
the sol id by means of the interst i t ial  latt ice sites, whilè in the vacancy 
mechanism the atoms jump via vacant latt ice sites. For/the latter case 
to occur there must, of course, be vacancies present./  In any real sol id 
there wi l l  be a thermal equil ibr ium concentration of vacancies present, 
which is proport ional to exp(-E^/RT) where E^ is the energy of formation 
of the vacancy (20). I t  is bel ieved that the formation of these vacancies 
occurs at crystal surfaces and faults. The vacancy then moves through 
the crystal by means of the atomic dif fusion. Also, in binary compounds 
excess vacancies at the latt ice sites of one consti tuent may be present 
when that consti tuent is present in deficient quantit ies. 
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The hydrides are often characterized as interst i t ial  compounds with 
Lhe meLal atoms occupying the basic latt ice sites and the hydrogen 
occupying the interst i t ial  posit ions. However, due to the relat ively 
high heats of formation of the hydrides and the fact that the metal 
general ly undergoes a structure change upon the formation of i ts hydride, 
the hydrides are actual ly binary chemical compounds (11). in the l ight 
of the f i rst viewpoint al l  hydrogen dif fusion would La interst i t ial  
dif fusion. in the latter case however, there exists the possibi l i ty of 
both interst i t ial  and vacancy dif fusion within the hydrogen sub-latt ice. 
By inspection of Figure 3 i t  is seen that for ThHg the hydrogen 
sub-latt ice can be considered to be a body-centered tetragonal latt ice 
with the tetrahedral hydrogen posit ions forming the corners of the 
tetragonal latt ice while the octahedral si tes and the metal si tes each 
f i l l  half the body-center posit ions. The latt ice parameters of this 
hydrogen sub-latt ice wi l l  thus be a' = a /2 and c'  = c /2 where a and 
o o o o o 
c^ are the latt ice parameters of the face-centered metal latt ice. 
According to the discussion of Chapter I I  the hydrogen atoms of ThHg 
for (H/Th) < 2 occupy the tetrahedral si tes, and the octrahedral si tes 
are empty. Interst i t ial  dif fusion would be interpreted as the 
excitat ion of a hydrogen atom to an octahedral posit ion and then 
jumping to nearest neighbor octrahedral si tes. For this mechanism 
2 2 ' 
there are two dif ferent basic jump lengths, d ^  = a^/2 and d^ = (a^+c^)^/2, 
depending on which crystal plane the jump path l ies in. Al l  other 
mechanisms wi l l  involve vacancy dif fusion. 
There are several basic jump lengths possible i f  the mechanism is 
that of tetrahedral atoms jumping to nearest neighbor tetrahedral 
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vacancies. Two paths l ie along the edges of the basic cel l  and have 
lengths d^ = a^/Z and d^^ = c^/2. A second path could possibly be along 
the diagonal of the cel l  with the hydrogen passing through the octa-
2 2 4-hedral si te. This length would be d^ = (2a^+c^)2/2. Two other paths, 
which l ie along the diagonals of the faces of the cel l ,  would have 
lengths d^ = a^//^2 and d^ = (a^+c^)2/2. Final ly, i f  the hydrogen jumps 
to an octahedral posit ion and remains a suff icient t ime before returning 
to i ts original posit ion or to the next tetrahedral vacancy, the basic 
jump length would be the distance between nearest neighbor octahedral 
2 2 "Z 
and tetrahedral si tes. This distance is d^ = (2a +c ) /4. Using the 
o o o 
parameter values quoted in Chapter 11, the fol lowing l ist gives an 
idea of the lengths of the dif ferent paths: 
d ^  = d^ = 4.1 OA d|^ = 2.52A 
dg = d^ = 3.87A d^ = 4.85A 
d^ = 2.90A dg = 2.41A 
E. The Temperature Dependence of the Mean Free Jump Time 
To begin this discussion which fol lows that of Kit tel (29), 
consider f i rst the vacancy mechanism in a simple l inear chain of atoms, 
and assume that the thermal equil ibr ium vacancy concentration is given 
b y  N  / N  =  e  ^ f w h e r e  N  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  v a c a n c i e s ,  N  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  
V v 
of latt ice sites, and is the Gibbs free energy of vacancy formation. 
The probabil i ty that a vacancy exists at a nearest neighbor posit ion 
of an occupied site is proport ional to this concentration. I f  an atom 
jumps from the occupied site to the vacant one, i t  must overcome some 
potential barrier which exists between the sites, the magnitude of which 
3! 
w i l l  b e  c a l l e d  G ^ .  T h e  f r e q u e n c y  o f  j u m p s  c a n  t h e n  b e  c a l c u l a t e d  b y  
considering an equil ibrium process whereby the intermediate step is one 
in which the atom is found at the potential maximum G^. The probabil i ty 
per unit t ime of f inding the atom in this posit ion can be writ ten as 
v^e where is known as the attempt frequency and is related to 
the latt ice vibrational frequencies, while the exponential is simply 
the Boltzmann factor for the two states considered. Mult iplying this 
by the probabil i ty that there is a vacancy at the nearest neighbor si te, 
the dif fusive jump frequency is found to be proport ional to v^exp-
(G^ + G^)/RT, or since the mean free t ime between jumps, T ,  is propor­
t ional to the inverse jump frequency, the fol lowing equation holds. 
G = Gr + G is cal led the Gibbs free energy of activation. 
a f  m 
Since G = H -  TS i t  is possible to go one step further and write 
where is the enthalpy of activation and includes terms of only 
sl ight temperature dependence. is the activation energy of 
equation 43. There should be no trouble extending this theory to 3 
dimensions in the case of cubic crystals, however for non-cubic crystals 
i t  is possible that dif ferent crystal directions have dif ferent attempt 
frequencies and activation energies. This has been demonstrated using 
radioactive tracer techniques (30), but with the nmr techniques of this 
study i t  is impossible to make dist inct ions between the dif ferent 
directions and only average values are expected. 
For the other mechanisms discussed, dif ferent interpretations of the 
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activation energy are needed. For purely interst i t ial  dif fusion, the 
probabil i ty of occurrence of a vacancy would be replaced by the 
probabil i ty that an interst i t ial  posit ion is occupied. For the case of 
high concentration of intr insic vacancies due to deficient quantit ies 
of hydrogen, the activation energy would become very nearly equal to 
H alone. 
a 
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IV. THE EXPERIMENT 
A. Pulsed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Technique 
In Chapter I I I  i t  is stated that with the application of a pulsed 
osci l lat ing magnetic f ield of the correct frequency applied perpendic­
ular to or to the z-axis, i t  becomes possible to t i l t  the net 
equil ibr ium magnetization into the xy-plane. To attain this condit ion 
the sample is placed in a solenoid and this is placed in the external 
f ield with i ts axis perpendicular to the f ield. When an alternating 
e.m.f. of frequency u)^ is applied across the coi l ,  a l inearly polarized 
osci l lat ing magnetic f ield of frequency uj^ is set up within the coi l  
along i ts axis, which wi l l  be designated as the x-axis. This f ield 
can be represented by two circularly polarized components of magnitude 
h ^  rotat ing in opposite directions with frequency in the xy-plane. 
That both components wi l l  exert a torque on the net magnetization M 
can be seen from equation 5, however when M is no longer paral lel tc 
i t  wil l  precess about at frequency and only the component in phase 
with this precession wi l l  have a net effect upon M (2l).  Thus in addit ion 
to i ts precession about M wi l l  also precess about h.(t).  I f  h^ ( t)  
is turned off when M reaches the xy-plane M wi l l  again precess only about 
but now i t  has an osci l lat ing component along the axis of the coi l  
and wi l l  induce a voltage in the coi l  which is proport ional to the 
magnitude When this occurs i t  is said that the magnetization has 
been t i l ted by a 90° pulse. 
When the 90° pulse is turned off,  the spin system is no longer in 
thermal equil ibr ium and the spins begin to real ign along As is 
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stated in Chapter i l l  this and the mutual spin f l ipping cause the 
reduction of and the signal should decay in the characterist ic 
t ime T^. However in practice, the external magnetic f ield is some­
what inhomogeneous and the decay wi l l  be inf luenced by this fact. To 
"correct" for this effect and thus to measure T^, a two-pulse sequence 
is used with the second pulse being turned on at some t ime t j  after the 
f i rst 90° -pulse. This second pulse is left  on twice as long as was the 
9 0 °  - p u l s e .  T h i s  m e a n s  t h a t  d u r i n g  t h e  s e c o n d  p u l s e  t h e  s p i n s  w i l l  
rotate about hj(t) through an angle of 180°, and thus this pulse is 
cal led a l80° -pulse. 
To visualize this experiment i t  is customary to transform to the 
reference frame rotat ing with hj(t) at frequency uj^. At t ime t  = 0 
the net magnetization as seen from this frame is just along the 
z ' - a x i s  w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y  f r a m e  z - a x i s .  I f  h j ( t )  
l ies along the x'-axis, then at the end of the 90° -pulse the net 
magnetization wi l l  be -M^y'. I f  they are large enough, the external 
magnetic f ield inhomogeneit ies wi l l  increase the spread in resonance 
frequencies beyond the natural dipolar l inewidth. These two contr ibu­
t ions to the distr ibution of resonance frequencies cause the spins, 
which add to give M, to fan out in the rotat ing frame result ing in a 
reduction in the magnitude of M. Those spins experiencing f ields 
deviat ing from posit ively wi l l  precess about z '  in a counter clock­
wise sense, while those experiencing a negative deviat ion wil l  precess 
clockwise about z ' .  When at t ime t | , the 180° -pulse is applied, the 
spins remaining in the x'y '  -plane wi l l  be rotated through l80°, the 
net effect being to reverse the y'  components. Those spins which have 
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not undergone spin f l ips wil l  maintain the same sense of precession 
about the z'  -axis which they had before the second pulse, and thus wi l l  
begin to rephase toward the y'  -axis. The rephasing wi l l  be complete at 
t  = 2t, and the x'y '  magnetization wi l l  reach a maximum. Only those spins 
that have undergone spin-latt ice relaxation and left  the x'y '  -plane and 
the spins that have undergone spin-spin relaxation thereby losing their 
phase coherence wi l l  not contr ibute to this maximum, and thus the effects 
of Lhe f ield inhomogeneit ies wi l l  be el iminated. Monitoring of the 
e.m.f. induced by the maximum in M ,  ,  as a function of the pulse 
x ' y '  
separation should yield an exponential curve with a t ime constant equal 
to T^. 
I f  at t^ a 90° -pulse is used instead of the l80° -pulse, the z'  
component of the magnetization wi l l  be t i l ted into the x'y '  -plane. 
In general t^ for this sequence wi l l  be large enough so that the spins 
remaining in the x'y'  plane wi l l  have spread out suff iciently to el imi­
nate M ,  After the second 90° -pulse, these spins wi l l  st i l l  have an 
x'y. 
x ' y '  c o m p o n e n t ,  h o w e v e r  n o  r e p h a s i n g  o c c u r s  a n d  t h u s  t h e y  w i l l  c o n t r i b ­
ute nothing to M ,  At this t ime M ,  ,  wi l l  be due only to those J  x ' y '  X y 
spins which had relaxed back to the z'  axis. After the f i rst 90° -pulse, 
under the present assumptions, the z'  magnetization wi l l  grow as 
= M^(l-e Thus, monitoring the induced e.m.f. immediately 
after the second 90° -pulse as a function of t^ al lows the determination 
of T J. 
For further discussions of the free induction decay, spin echoes 
(which is the name given to the e.m.f. occuring at 2t j  after a 90°-l80°-
pulse sequence), and the dynamics of a spin system in the rotat ing 
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reference frame, the reader is referred to papers by F. Bloch (3 0 
and E. L. Hahn (3%, 33). 
B. Equipment 
The pulsed nmr equipment used in this research was, to a large 
extent, developed by R. A. Hultsch (34) and R. D. Engardt (35) along 
the l ines of a system described by Buchta, Gutowsky, and Woessner (34J. 
The major changes arising during this research have been the replacement 
of the power transmitter described in Hultsch's work with a commercial 
pulsed amplif ier, the use in part of gated integrators (37) to measure 
the nuclear signals and thus increase the signal-to-noise rat io of the 
system and the ut i l izat ion of a balanced bridge system, introduced by 
Lowe and Barnaal (38), to replace the sample circuitry. 
Figure 4 gives the diagramatic arrangement of the system. Continuous 
low level r f  energy is supplied to the r f  gate by means of the 10.5 MHz 
crystal control led osci l lator. The gate then passes r f  pulses of the 
desired width Lc the pulsed amplif ier. This gate is used in order to 
reduce the level of the r f  into the amplif ier between pulses and thus 
reduce possible r f  leakage between pulses. The pulsed amplif ier is an 
Arenberg Ultrasonics Pulsed Osci l lator Model PG-65O-C which is capable 
of 100 watts peak power output. I t  has been modif ied to be used as a 
pulsed amplif ier with the external r f  source and tr iggering units 
discussed in this work. 
The r f  pulses obtained from the pulsed amplif ier are applied to 
the Lowe-Barnaal bridge which includes matched sample and dummy tank 
circuits. The use of the bridge when compared with the use of only 
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Figure 4 Schematic of the pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance equipment. 
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a sample tank circuit,  al lows a large reduction in the amplitude of the 
rf  pulses which arr ive at the receiver. The sample coi l  is contained 
in a small furnace which provides temperature control.  The entire 
furnace is placed in the 3" gap of a 6" electromagnet manufactured by 
Magnion, Incorporated. 
The output of the bridge carries any unbalanced signal due to the 
rf  pulses plus the nuclear signal fol lowing the pulses. The latter is 
induced only in the sample coi l .  This output is fed to the receiver 
which in this case is a LEL, Incorporated, Model IF 2009 amplif ier tuned 
to 10.5 MHz with a 0.5 MHz band width, and which ut i l izes phase-sensit ive 
diode detection. ihe detected signal is then monitored either directly 
by the Tektronix Type 5^5A osci l loscope, where the signal can be 
measured directly, or is fed into two gated integrators. One of the 
integrators is gated so that i t  records the nuclear signal while the 
other is gated to measure the zero signal base l ine. The dif ference 
in the integrator outputs is then reduced by a simple potentiometer 
circuit and monitored on a 100 mil l ivolt  Varian Associates Model G-10 
str ip chart recorder. The reduction is necessary because the nuclear 
signals after amplif ication are often greater than 1 volt .  
The pulse width and t iming control apparatus contain four Tektronix 
Type 163 Pulse Generators which provide four separate gating pulses with 
variable amplitudes of 0-25 volts and widths of 0-10 mil l iseconds. 
These in turn are tr iggered by a negative sawtooth voltage provided by a 
Tektronix Type 162 Waveform Generator, The pulse separation is deter­
mined by the individual tr iggering levels of the pulse generators and the 
slope or duration of the sawtooth. The duration of the sawtooth can be 
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varied from 0.1 mil l isecond to 10 seconds. The waveform generator is 
tr iqqer-d by a posit ive pulse from an identical unit.  The repeti t ion 
rate of the gating sequence is determined by the second unit.  Two of 
the four pulses are used to tr igger the rf  gate and pulsed amplif ier 
simultaneously and thus determine the pulse widths and separations. 
The remaining two control the two integrators, i t  is possible to 
tr igger the osci l loscope external ly with any one of the four gating 
pulses. 
C. The Receiver 
There are three aspects of the r f  receiver that merit  discussion. 
They are receiver blocking, phase-sensit ive detection, and the non­
l inear characterist ics of diode detection. As wi l l  be seen, the use 
of phase-sensit ive detection provided a means to stay within the l inear 
region of the diode. 
The f i rst stage of the !F amplif ier is a tr iode-connected pentode 
with the sign<: 1 from the bridge being applied to the control grid. At 
this point the signal is mixed with a highly attenuated constant 
amplitude reference signal derived from the 10.5 MHz osci l lator after 
passing through the attenuator and phase shifter of Figure 4. The 
result ing mixed signal taken from the plate is passed through several 
stages of amplif ication before being detected at the diode. The over­
al l  gain of the amplif ier is on the order of 124 decibels. 
Figure 5 shows the response characterist ics of the amplif ier after 
detection (39). To obtain this information a constant amplitude r f  
signal was attenuated in one decibel steps and introduced into the 
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amplif ier. The DC output was then measured. For outputs less than 0.4 
volts the nonlinear characterist ics of the diode appear. The non-
l inearity above 4 volts output is due to the onset of amplif ier 
saturation. To insure that al l  nmr measurements were made using the 
l inear port ion of the detector, the reference signal was general ly 
adjusted to give an output between 1 and 2 volts. The nmr signals, 
which were always less than 2 volts, were thus entirely in the l inear 
region. 
The problem of receiver blocking arises when a strong signal is 
introduced to the amplif ier. This wi l l  cause grid current to f low, 
thus charging capacitors present in the grid circuit.  The discharge 
t ime to ground of these capacitors wi l l  determine the recovery t ime of 
the system. According to the manufacturer, the recovery t ime of the 
amplif ier under consideration should have been about 20 microseconds. 
This f igure has never been real ized when a simple LC tank circuit is 
used to pass the r f  pulses to the sample, with this arrangement the 
recovery t ime is on the order of 80 microseconds. I f  the spin-spin 
relaxation t ime is on the order of 200 microseconds or less, much of 
the free induction decay after a 90° -pulse is lost and a shorter 
recovery t ime becomes essential.  The use of the Lowe-Barnaal bridge 
to further isolate the receiver from the r f  pulses reduces the 
recovery t ime to 20 microseconds. I t  is believed that the improvement 
is due to the reduction of low level osci l lat ions in the tai l  of the 
pulses reaching the amplif ier in that the main pulse amplitude, although 
greatly reduced, is st i l l  large enough to block the amplif ier. 
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Figure 6. The sample furnace. 
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D. Temperature Control 
Figure 6 shows the arrangement of the sample within the furnace. 
The sample is held in place simply by the f irm f i t  of the r f  coi l .  The 
r f  pulses are passed to the coi l  through a stainless steel coaxial tube 
that is si lver soldered to the l id of the brass furnace. The other end 
of the coi l  is grounded to the l id. Thermocouple A is used to measure the 
temperature of the sample. I t  is secured next to the sample, near the 
center, by tying with glass thread. The thermocouple is stainless steel 
shielded chrome1-alumel. 
The heating element for the furnace consists of a non-inductively 
wound coi l  secured to the brass cyl inder with Sauereisen high temperature 
cement. To control the power output of the heater, the e.m.f. of thermo­
couple B is matched with a constant voltage source and the dif ference is 
amplif ied by a chopper amplif ier. This in turn control Is the current 
source of the heater. The temperature monitored by thermocouple A was 
held constant within at least 0.5% during any one relaxation t ime measure­
ment. A temperature variat ion of approximately 1% over the length of 
the sample was observed using a second thermocouple located just below 
the sample. 
E. Experimental Procedure 
1. Pulse adjustments 
In order to adjust the r f  pulse lengths properly the free induction 
decay after the second pulse is observed on the osci l loscope with the 
f i r s t  p u l s e  t u r n e d  o f f .  A  l 8 0 °  - p u l s e  i s  a t t a i n e d  w h e n  t h e  f r e e  i n d u c t i o n  
decay is at a minimum. For an almost 180° -pulse, M ,  which induces 
xy 
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the signal in the r f  coi l ,  is proport ional to MsinS where 0 is a small 
angle. For an almost 90° -pulse is proport ional to Mcos^ where ^ 
is again a smsll  angle. Thus the minimum observed for the decay after 
an 180° -pulse is sharper than the maximum observed for a 90° -pulse, 
and i t  îs possible to adjust the ]30° -pulse to within smaller l imits 
than i t  is to adjust the 90° -pulse using the maximum as the determining 
factors. 
The r f  pulses used are not square pulses but have f ini te r ise and 
decay t imes, therefore the 90^-180° -pulse lengths do not have a simple 
1:2 rat io. To adjust the 90° -pulse to the proper length, both pulses 
are displayed on the osci l loscope and the area, voltage versus t ime, 
of the 90° -pulse Is adjusted to equal 1/2 the area of the l80° -pulse. 
The angle through which the magnetization is t i l ted in a t ime ^t can 
be writ ten as A| = 7|h^(t) lAt. Since |h^(t)|  is proport ional to the 
magnitude of the impressed voltage across the coi l ,  an integration of the 
voltage envelope as a function of t ime gives the angle ç as a function 
of the pulse area. 
Effective 90° -pulse lengths used are on the order of 7 microseconds. 
For protons y = 4257.59 x 2n radians/second-gauss, and thus effective 
hj 's are on the order of 8 gauss. The maximum proton l ine widths in the 
temperature ranges of the pulsed study are approximately 0.2 gauss. This 
means that the hj 's used are suff iciently large to al low the local f ield 
variat ions to be neglected during the t i l t ing process. 
2. Procedure for col lect ing data 
Two methods were used for col lect ing the relaxation data of this work. 
Al l  data for samples 1 and 3 and the T2 data of sample 2 were taken from 
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photographs of osci l loscope traces, while the integrators were used to 
col lect the Tj data of sample 2 and al!  the data for sample 4. A 
Polaroid Land Camera system from Beatt ie-Coleman, Inc. was used to 
photograph the osci l loscope traces. The t imes between pulses of the 
two-pulse sequences were measured directly from the osci l loscope. 
The inset of Figure 7 is a reproduction of one of the better photo­
graphs for the measurement of Tg of sample 3- This is a mult iple 
exposure for several dif ferent pulse separations, the osci l loscope being 
tr iggered by the 180° -gate (to the left  of the picture). Each echo is 
composed of at least 3 individual traces. The largest echo corresponds 
to the smallest pulse separation. As can be seen from the photograph, 
the noise greatly l imits the range of echos that can be accurately 
measured using photographs. For this reason and because i t  was feared 
that the relaxations might not be total ly exponential,  the integrators 
were used to increase the range. A comparison of Figure 7 and Figure 8, 
which was obtained for sample 4 using the integrators, reveals the 
improvement. The noise level of Figure 8 would correspond to the width 
of the baseline of the photograph of Figure 7. No non-exponential 
character in the spin relaxations for any of the four samples was 
revealed through the use of the integrators. 
To measure T^'s photographical ly, the scope is tr iggered with the 
second 90° -pulse gate and the free induction decay after the second 
pulse is photographed, both with the f i rst pulse off and for several 
pulse separation t imes with the f i rst pulse on. The amplitude for each 
decay is measured at a constant t ime from the second pulse. These 
measurements give values which are proport ional to at the t ime of the 
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second pulse. 
When trying to measure T^'s with the integrators, i t  has been found 
to be impossible to maintain the integrator gate at a constant t ime 
after the second pulse using the gating discussed in section IV. B. 
Because is often several orders of magnitude larger than the t ime of 
duration of the free induction decay, the pulse separations necessary 
to determine T^ are also several orders or magnitude larger. Although 
extremely smaii f luct ions in the 90°- 90° -pulse separations ( less than 
1%) have l i t t le effect on the magnitude of the free induction decay, the 
same f luctuations between the second 90° -pulse and the integrator 
gate cause the gate to sl ide up and down a signif icant port ion of the 
free induction decay. To el iminate this problem, the square gating pulse 
that controls the second r f  pulse is also passed to a delay circuit and 
the result ing delayed pulse is used to tr igger the integrator. This 
tr igger, since i t  is control led directly by the second r f  gate, always 
occurs at a constant t ime after the second pulse. Figure 9 shows the 
delay circuit used. The square pulse is dif ferentiated at the input 
and the negative spike is used to tr igger and Vg which are part of a 
monostable mult ivibrator circuit (4o)• Capacitors 1-5 determine the 
duration of the result ing posit ive square pulse at the plate of Vg. 
This pulse is again dif ferentiated and the negative port ion is used to 
tr igger the integrator. 
Figure 7. A representative sampling of the data used to determine the 
relaxation t ime I2 using photographic techniques. The inset 
is a reproduction of the photograph from which this data was 
taken. The noise level l ine is proport ional to the width 
of the baseline in the photograph. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Application of Torrey's Theory of Translat ional Diffusion to ThHg 
Several previous dif fusion studies (25, 26, 41) which ut i l ize the 
Torrey theory have simply assumed a dif fusion model, determined k from 
this model, and then used the Tj normalization method (equation 42) 
outl ined in Chapter I I I  to f ind the parameter y = h) t /2 as a function of 
temperature. In this study i t  is the parameter k that must be extracted 
from the experimental data in order to determine the dif fusion mechanism. 
As wi l l  be shown, the above method is not suff icient to do this, and 
the Tg data and the appropriate theory must also be used. In a study 
of sol id white phosphorus, Resing (42) has ut i l ized both T^ and Tg 
theory, however the measured T^'s were due almost entirely to the rotat ing 
phosphorus molecules whereas the Tg's measured were due entirely to the 
dif fusing molecules. This would hardly be applicable to the present 
study. 
To show that the T^ data is not suff icient to determine a unique 
k value, the T^ expression of equation 34 is considered. 
T," '  = H 4(k, y) (34) 
By substi tut ing equation 32 for k into the expression for H (equation 36) 
i t  is seen that H is independent of k and the basic jump length and 
is a l inear function of c, the hydrogen concentration per hydrogen 
latt ice site. 
The sum E r, ^ is over al l  hydrogen latt ice points in a crystal,  taking 
k 
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a generic hydrogen latt ice point as the origin. For ThH^ this is the 
sum over al l  tetrahedral interst i t ial  sites in a crystal.  This value 
has been calculated to be % r.  ^ = 7.61 x lO^a The latt ice parameter 
k °  
a^ is that of the metal latt ice and is defined tn Chapter I I .  The rat io 
c /a = 0.867 has been used to calculate this sum. When T, Is a minimum, 
0 0  I  
i t  is given by 
T,m'' = P c y.). 
where p is a constant and y^) is the maximum value of &(k, y^) for a 
part icular k. The value y^ is dif ferent for dif ferent k values. Figure 
10 shows 0(k,y^) as a function of k between 0.5 and 1.0. These values 
were obtained from tabulations of the Torrey functions calculated by 
computer according to the outl ine given by Resing and Torrey (8). This 
graph indicates that the percent change in ^(k,y^) is much less than the 
percent change in k. A 12% increase in k for k = 0.85 yields a change 
of only 2% in ^(k,y^). Thus by adjusting c by only 2%, the same T^^^ 
could be predicted with k = 0.85 and with k = 0.95. In analyzing the 
ThHg data i t  has been found that a comparable change in k, using a 
constant Tj^ value, yields only about 1% change in the activation energy 
derived from the y values found using the T^ normalization method. When 
these results are considered with the fact that the experimental data do 
not al low the determination of T, to better than 5%, i t  becomes clear im 
that no reasonable l imits can be placed on the value of k using only the 
Tj data. 
I f  equation 35 of Chapter I I I  is divided by equation 3^, i t  is seen 
that the rat io _ > 
_ 3/2 vGfk.v) + O(k.y) 
tgfk/y) - R W  
Figure 10. Maximum values of the Torrey T| function ^(k,y) as 
a function of the Torrey normalization constant k. 
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Figure 11. The log of the hydrogen nuclear spin relaxation t imes T^ and 
T2 as functions of reciprocal temperature for ThH2 number 2. 
The continuous l ines are the respective and T2^ curves 
calculated using k = 0.884 and activation energy Eg = 18,3 
K calorie/mole. The lower dashed T2^ l ine is for K = 0,905 
and Eg = 18.6 K calorie/mole while the upper dashed T2*^ l ine 
is for K = 0,763 and Eg = 18,1 K calorie/mole. The dashed 
Tj l ine is the curve calculated assuming 1/Tj = l /T^d + l/T^ 
with the temperature dependence of T," given by T," = 238/T 
seconds-°K. 
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has no adjustable parameters other than k. With the change in k used 
above this rat io changes by lù/o for y = y^ with the percent change 
increasing as y increases above y^. Thus using both and data in 
connection with the theory should greatly reduce the l imits placed on 
the determined value of k when only Tj data are used. 
B. ThH^ Analysis and Results 
Figures 11 and 12 show respectively the hydrogen relaxation t imes 
(Tj j  T^) for samples number 2 and 1 plotted logarithmical ly as a 
function of reciprocal temperature. The sol id l ines on each graph are 
the theoretical relaxation t imes obtained with Torrey's theory for 
k = 0.884. i t  is evident from these f igures that the relaxation t imes 
in this temperature range (173°C- 485°C) cannot be explained using 
Torrey's dif fusion theory alone. The low T^ values for temperatures 
well  below Tj^ can be explained by assuming that an addit ional relax-
i  I  
at ion mechanism is present such that T^ = Ct/Tj where Ct is a constant. 
The measured relaxation time is then given by 
1/T, = 1/T;d + l /T^ (45) 
Here T|^, the dipolar relaxation t ime, is that due to dif fusion and 
should be predicted by the Torrey theory. i f  the experimental value 
of Tj -  0.470 seconds at 10^/T -  2,235°K ^ for sample No. 1 is correct, 
a must be greater than 210 seconds- °K. I f  this is so, the effect of 
1 1 
T^ wi l l  be small in the vicinity of T^^, and T^ wi l l  be given approxi­
mately by T^^. I t  is also possible to explain the deviat ions of T^ 
J  I  
from the dif fusion theory using a temperature independent T^ = 0.435 
seconds. Tj measurements at room temperature (43) indicate a value of 
Figure 13. The log of the mean free t ime between jumps (T ) t imes m/2 
as a function of reciprocal temperature for ThH2 number 1 
(upper curve and data) and ThH2 number 2 ( lower curve and 
data). The upper curve is given by Jog(y) = 8.173(103/T) 
- 13.84 while the lower curve is given by log(y) = 9.220 x 
1o3/T -  15.34. These curves were f î t  to the experimental 
data using the method of least squares. 
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T| =- O.b: seconds at v w / 2 n  =  10.5 MHz and = 0.48 seconds at 8 MHz 
for sample number 1. These values support the assumption of a temperature 
ii ii 
independent Tp for i f  values at room temperature are less than 0.7 
1 1 
. fcondSj the 1/T dependence gives T^ values at the higher temperatures 
which 3re lower than the measured T^ values. 
The discrepancy in T^ between Torrey's theory and experiment occurs 
on the high temperature side of the temperature range where Tg begins to 
ievel off  and f inal ly decreases with increasing temperature (Figure 12). 
A similar effect has been found in niobium hydride by Zamir and Cotts 
(44). They explain this effect as being due to the hydrogen dif fusing 
fnnucjr;  magnetic f ield gradients produced by bulk paramagnetism and the 
non-iphe;"ica 1 shapes of the part icles of the powder samples. As the 
motion of the hydrogen becomes more and more rapid i t  is possible i f  
the part icle sizes are small,  for a spin to dif fuse through an appreciable 
fraction of the part icle size in a t ime comparable to Tg. When this 
occurs, the internal gradients wi l l  become important in l imit ing Tg. 
Bundle, Shull ,  and Wollan (15) have found ThHg to be diamagnetic but 
give no value for the susceptibi l i ty. I t  is possible that either this 
diamagnelic susceptibi l i ty or the presence of paramagnetic impurit ies 
accounts for the T^ discrepancy. 
With the assumptions that the mechanism of dif fusion dominates the 
T, values near T, and the T„ values on the low-tempe rature side of T, ,  1 Im 2 ^ Im 
the foi lowing method is used to apply the Torrey theory: 
1) T. is chosen and the T, normalization method is used for 
Im 1 
dif ferent values of k and for T's in the vicinity of T, in order to I  '  Im 
determine y as a function of temperature. 
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2) A least squares f i t  of log(y) = E^/RT + log(y^) is applied to 
the y values. This determines and the activation energy as well  as 
the value of temperature at which T, occurs. 
Im 
3) Using the y values determined from the least squares f i t ,  
and are calculated. The correct k is chosen to be that which yields 
the best apparent f i t  to the T^ and Tg data in the appropriate temperature 
ranges. 
3 3 Only T^ data in the temperature ranges of 10 /T = 1.35 to 10 /T = 
1.80 have been used in the application of the T^ normalization method. 
The values of T, have been chosen as 14 mil l iseconds and 17 mil l i -im 
seconds for samples number 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 13 shows the 
values of y obtained as a function of 10^/T using this method for 
k = 0.884, which has been chosen as the correct k value. The straight 
l ines of this f igure are the least square f i ts to the data and are given 
by log(y) = E /RT -  13.84 (E = 16.2 x 10^ calories/mole) for sample 
No. 1, and by log(y) = E^/RT -  15-24 (E^ = 18.3 x 10^ calories/mole) 
for sample No. 2. ^(0.884, y^) occurs at y^ = 0.475. This value and 
3 3 the above curves yield values of 10 /T = 1.60 for No. 1 and 10 /T = 
'  m m 
1.57 for sample number 2. 
The dashed T^ curves of Figures 11 and 12 have been calculated from 
equation 45 with T^*^ given by the above Torrey analysis for k = 0.884 
I I  Q  
and with TJ = d/ l  for o: = 238 seconds -  K. Similar curves are obtained 
I I  
i f  T^ = 0.435 seconds independent of temperature, the major dif ference 
being a reduction in the discrepency between Tj and T^^ in the vicinity 
of T, .  From the shape of the curve ' t  can be seen that a correction 
Im 
ii 
for Tj made before the Torrey analysis is applied to the data would 
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result in a sl ight increase in T, .  This increase would be on the im 
order of 3%. From the dashed curves of Figure 11 i t  can be seen 
that this would increase the k value above 0.884 (the lower dashed Tg 
curve is for k = 0.905), however the percent change in would only 
be about 1/2 the percent error in determining and the increase 
would affect the determination and l imits of k very l i t t le. 
From the form of equation 32 
k^ = Tt n /v Z r,  ^ (32) j o ^ k 
i t  is seen that k is temperature independent i f  the assumption of iso­
tropic thermal expansion is made. This means that the values a^ = 
5.80A and c^ = 5.03A, given in Chapter 11, may be used in the calculat ion 
of k. Using these values, the volume of a unit cel l  is v = l69.2A^, 
n =8 for the tetrahedral interst i t ial  posit ions, and 2 r, ^ = 2.00 x 
o ,  k 
- 2  - 6  
10 A For k = 0.884 equation 32 gives a value of t  - 2.43 A for 
the basic jump length. The error in determining k is chosen by inspection 
to be 4% (k = 0.905 and k = 0.884 dif fer by 2.5%). The error given by 
reference (15) for the latt ice parameters is on the order of 0.7%. From 
the form of equation 32 i t  can be determined that the error in should 
be l imited by the sum of these two quantit ies. Thus ^ is taken to be 
-- (2.43 + -11)A. Only two of the nearest neighbor distances given in 
section I I I .  D. fal l  within the above l imits. They are the distance 
d^ -- 2.52 A which is the distance between nearest neighbor tetrahedral 
posit ions and the distance dg = 2.4l A which is the distance between a 
tetrahedral posit ion and i ts nearest neighbor octahedral posit ion. Thus 
i t  appears that the hydrogen dif fusion mechanism in ThHg involves a 
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diffusive jump between octahedral and tetrahedral interst i t ial  posit ions 
in the face centered metal latt ice. 
The f inal quantity to be determined from the application of the 
theory is the value of c in equation 36'.  At the resonant frequency 
u) = 2jt X 10.5 X 10^ (seconds) ^ with 2 r. ^ = 2.00 x 10^^(cm) H is 
k 
given by H = 155c (seconds) .  Using equation 3^ and the values T= 14 
mil l iseconds for sample number 1^ = 17 mil l iseconds for sample number 
2, and &(0.884, y^) = 0.428, the above value of H gives c^ = 1.07 and 
C2 = 0.887 for samples number 1 and 2 respectively. The error in 
determining these values is somewhat larger than the error in T^^ 
is known only within l imits of about 5%. For an error in k of 4% the 
error in $(k, y )  is nearly 1%. The error in S r,  ^ is on the order of 
k 
4%. Using the simple sum of these errors for the error in c and remem­
bering that c is the rat io of the number of hydrogen atoms to the number 
of hydrogen latt ice sites, the (H/Th) rat io of samples No. 1 and 1, 
respectively, are (H/Th)^ = 2.14+ .21 and (H/Th)2 = 1.77 + .18. 
This would indicate that in sample No. 2 there are definitely 
intr insic vacancies in the hydrogen tetrahedral sublatt ice. Line width 
measurements made at room temperature and at 77°K using a Varian wide 
l ine spectrometer support the relat ive sizes of (H/Th). The width between 
maximum and minimum derivative points for sample number 1 is 8.2 gauss 
and for sample number 2 the width is 6.4 gauss. Shifts in the resonance 
frequency of the hydrogen with respect to the resonance frequency of 
hydrogen in water have also been observed at these temperatures. They 
are (aw/u)) ^ = -0.0001 and (6u)/u))^ = -0.0004. Too much faith should not 
be placed in the absolute magnitudes of these numbers. The measurement 
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of the quantit ies was hindered by the presence of hydrogen resonances 
originating from materials within the Varian probç. The l ine width 
trend, the sign of (acu /ut),  and the order of magnitude of the shifts 
can be taken as correct. 
C. Th^Hj^ Analysis and Results 
1. Dependence of the relaxation t imes on sample history 
Figures 14 and 15 show the log of the nuclear spin relaxation t imes 
(T^ and Tg) for Th^H^g samples number 3 and k, respectively, plotted as 
functions of reciprocal temperature. A change in the relaxation t imes at 
a part icular temperature, which has been connected with the temperature 
history of the samples, has been found. This change is best i l lustrated 
by Figure 15. The data shown on this f igure can be divided into four 
major groups. The f i rst group, the checked circles and squares, were 
taken mainly in order of increasing temperature up to 247°C (10^/T = 
1.92°K ^), while the checked circles above I78°C (10^/T = 2.22°K ' )  were 
taken after the sample had experienced a temperature of 247°C. In the 
second group, the sol id circles and the half-shaded circle were taken 
in order of increasing temperature up to 303°C (10^/T = 1.79°K ^), while 
the sol id and half-shaded squares were taken after the sample had been 
raised to 303°C. The sample was then raised to a temperature of 3l6°C 
where i t  remained for approximately 72 hours. The fourth group, the 
open circles and squares, were taken in order of decreasing temperature 
from T = 316°C. At each temperature, both Tj and Tg measurements were 
made before the temperature was lowered. 
A hint of this effect is found in the Tg data of sample number 3, 
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which was the f i rst Th^H^^ sample on which measurements were made. 
However, most of the Tg data and al l  the data were taken after the 
sample had been raised to a signif icantly high temperature. I t  should 
be noted that when the init ial relaxation data (checked circles and 
squares) are compared with the f inal data (open circles and squares), 
the trend of the change is that exhibited in the ThHg samples as H/Th 
increases. The fact that physical propert ies of Th^H^^ do depend on 
the history of the sample studied has also been found by Nottorf (12). 
He has found that the equil ibrium pressure of formation of Th^H^g is 
much greater than the decomposit ion pressures at a given temperature. 
2. Application of Torrey's theory of translat ional dif fusion 
The effect discussed above complicates the interpretation of any 
dif fusion parameters derived from the data in that the theoretical 
treatment of this work assumes that the system under consideration is 
in a state of thermodynamic equil ibr ium. I f  i t  is assumed that the f inal 
data of sample number 4 and the data of sample number 3 represent the 
equil ibrium state for each, the T^ data has the temperature dependence 
predicted by the Torrey theory and an equil ibrium activated dif fusion 
process. This can be seen in Figure 16 which shows the quantity 2y 
calculated from the T normalization method for k = 0.884 plotted against 
reciprocal temperature. There is no value of k, however, for which the 
simple Torrey theory wi l l  predict either T^ or Tg. At the temperature 
of T^^ the experimental rat io for ^2^^] both samples is approximately 
0.24. For al l  values of k, the simple theory predicts this rat io to be 
a factor of 2 or more greater than the experimental value. 
Some success has been achieved in predict ing the measured relaxa-
Figure 14. The log of the hydrogen nuclear spin relaxation t imes T^ 
and T2 as functions of reciprocal temperature for Th^H^g 
number 3. The sol id curves are those predicted by 
Torrey's theory assuming that the hydrogen nuclei in 
the 12a? interst i t ial  posit ions of the body centered 
cubic thorium latt ice undergo no dif fusion, while the 
hydrogen nuclei in the 48el interst i t ial  posit ion make 
dif fusive jumps to nearest neighbor posit ions. 
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Figure !5. The log of the hydrogen nuclear spin relaxation t imes 
T, and Tg as functions of reciprocal temperature for 
Th.H.q number 4. The sol id curves are those predicted 
by Torrey\s theory assuming that the hydrogen nuclei 
in the 12a4 interst i t ial  posit ions of the body centered 
cubic thorium latt ice undergo no dif fusion, while the 
hydrogen nuclei in the 48el interst i t ial  posit ions make 
dif fusive jumps to nearest neighbor posit ions. To 
i l lustrate the relaxation t ime dependence on temperature 
history, the data are divided into four major groups. 
The f i rst group, the checked circles and squares, were ^ 
taken mainly in order of increasing temperature up to 247 C 
( lO^/T = 1.92°K~ ) ,  while the checked circles above 178°C 
OoV t  = 2.22°K~') were taken after the sample had experienced 
a temperature of 247°C. In the second group, the sol id 
circles and the half-shaded circle were taken in order of 
increasing temperature up to 303°C (10^/T = 1.79°K ) ,  while 
the sol id and half-shaded squares were taken after the sample 
had been raised to 303°C. The sample was then raised to a 
temperature of 3l6°C where i t  remained for approximately 72 
hours. The fourth group, the open circles and squares, were 
taken in order or decreasing temperature from T = 3l6°C. At 
each temperature, both T] and I2 measurements were made 
before the temperature was lowered. 
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Figure 16.  The log of  2y = out versus rec iprocal  temperature for  
Th^Hjc calculated using the Torrey T j  normal izat ion method 
for  1/T]  = 4  H 4) (kg,  2y)  wi th k = 0 .884.  The s t ra ight  
l ine is  g iven By log(2y)  = Eg/RT -  8.969 (Eg =7.94 
K-ca1or ies/mole) .  
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t ion t imes assuming that  the 12 hydrogens per  uni t  ce l l  in  the ]2a4 
posi t ions of  the body centered cubic Th^Hj^ la t t ice do not  undergo 
d i f fus ion in the temperature range of  th is  study,  whi le the 48 hydrogens 
in  the 48el  posi t ions d i f fuse by means of  jumps between nearest  neighbor 
48el  posi t ions.  Fol lowing the method adopted by Solomon (24)  for  
determining the re laxat ion t imes in  terms of  t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies,  
and us ing the Torrey funct ions def ined by equat ions 33, 37, and 38,  
the following equations for the time rate of change of the x and z 
components o f  the average hydrogen nuclear  spin angular  momentum vector  
J  are obta ined.  
— = -4 Hg Ofkg,  2y)  [L^ -  L^]  
z 
-  [Hg f fkg,  y)  + ^(kg,  2y) ] [K^ -  KJ (46) 
— = -  [Hg{ |  yG(kg,  0)  +  n(kg,  y) ]  + f | (2y)G(kg,  O) +  Qik^,  2y)  
X  
-  2yG(k^,  2y) ] ]  [k^ -  K^]  (4?)  
A der ivat ion of  th is  resul t  is  g iven in  Appendix A.  The 2y in  the 
funct ions of  occur because the a nucle i  are stat ionary.  In  these 
equat ions IK  is  the average nucle i  sp in angular  momentum vector  for  the 
e posi t ions and L is  the average nuclear  spin angular  momentum vector  
for  the hydrogen occupying the a posi t ions.  Values wi th the subscr ipt  
e ar ise f rom the t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies for  interact ions between e 
nucle i ,  whi le values wi th the subscr ipt  a ar ise f rom the interact ion of  
e nucle i  wi th a nucle i .  and are g iven by equat ion 36 wi th 
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48c 12c .  _ 
,  "a = -J— ,  = pr(48) /v t  (Z r^"  and 
k = -^  (  12) /v t  ^  (S r ,  .  The sum (2 r .  is  over a l l  e s i tes in  a 
a i  k k 
crysta l  wi th an arb i t rary e s i te as or ig in and has been calculated to be 
9.625 X lO^a^ The sum (g r^^ is  over a l l  a s i tes wi th an 
arb i t rary e s i te as or ig in.  This value has been calculated to be 
6.874 X lO^a^ Using the value of  ao g iven in  Chapter  I I  -  9.11A, 
and 2.02A (14)  for  the jump d is tance,  the k values are g iven by k^ = 
0.876 and kg = 0.577. Due to thei r  ready avai labi l i ty ,  the s l ight ly  
I 1 
di f ferent  values k^ = 0.884 and k^ = 0.554 were used to  apply the theory.  
o f  equat ion 46 can be wr i t ten as 
1 / 7 "  .  \  1  / T 7  7 7  
J  
z  
Jz = Lz + "z = T,^ " -z  •  l -o '  -  -  V '  
where 
T,K ' '  "a f  _  .  
T]j_ "  l | ) (k ; ,  y)+Ha (?(k; ,  2y)  
Between the minima for  T^|^  and T^^^ th is  rat io  ranges f rom .3 to .2.  
Assuming that  the T j  measurements are dominated by the re laxat ion of  the 
a nucle i ,  the re laxat ion t imes are g iven by 
l /T,  = 4 Hg t fkg,  2y)  (48)  
Y = He yG(kg,  0)  +  Q(k^,  y) ]  + Hg[ | (2y)  G(k^,0)  
+  n (k ' ,  2y)  -2yG(k ' ,  2y) ]  .  
The value of  T-  /T,  using these equat ions is  0.240.  This value is  
2m Im 
extremely c lose to that  of  both Th^H^^ samples.  I f  i t  is  assumed that  
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c -  1,  then H -  93-5(sec)  ^ ,  and the predicted T,  value is  6.25 3 B im 
mi l l iseconds.  This compares favorably wi th the exper imental  values 
of  approximately 7.3 mi l l iseconds for  sample 3 and 6.7 mi l l iseconds for  
sample 4.  Using the exper imental  values of  g ives c^^ = O .856 and 
= 0.933- I f  i t  is  assumed that  the e s i tes have the same concen­
t rat ion (c = c )  as the a s i tes,  then using the corrected H and H 
6 a a e 
values g ives values of  I . 6 0  mil l iseconds and 1.74 mi l l iseconds for  
samples 4 and 3 respect ive ly .  
The so l id  curves of  Figures 14 and 15 were calculated using 
equat ions 48 in  the fo l lowing manner.  T^^ was chosen to be 7.3 mi l l i ­
seconds for  sample 3 and 6.7 mi l l iseconds for  sample 4.  The T j  
normal izat ion method was appl ied.  This gave act ivat ion energies of  7.94 
K-calor ie/mole for  sample 3 and 7.18 K-calor ie/mole for  sample 4.  Using 
the values of  T as a funct ion of  temperature found f rom the normal izat ion 
method,  the T^ curve of  F igure 14 was calculated for  sample 3 so that  
i t  would pass through Tg = 1.65 mi l l iseconds at  T^ 212°C (10^/T = 2.06°K ' )  
which is  the value of  temperature found for  T j^ .  I t  was necessary to  
adjust  the act ivat ion energy to 8.2 k-calor ie/mole to f i t  the T^ data 
of  Figure 15.  From th is  curve the value of  T_ is  1.62,  wi th T = 201°C 
zm m 
(10^/T -  2,  nV' ) .  
The evidence is  st rong that  the re laxat ion t imes of  hydrogen in  
Th^Hj^ are contro l led by the d i f fus ion of  the hydrogen nucle i  in  the 
48e1 posi t ions,  whi le the hydrogen nucle i  in  the 12a4 posi t ions undergo 
re lat ive ly  l i t t le  di f fus ion.  Further  support ing th is  conclus ion is  the 
fact  that  sample number 4  was prepared so that  the overal l  H/Th rat io  was 
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approximately 3.5.  When th is  is  compared to  the ideal  rat io  of  3.75,  
the concentrat ion of  hydrogen atoms to hydrogen s i tes becomes c  = 0.933* 
I t  wi l l  be remembered that  in  Chapter  I I  i t  was s tated that  samples 3 and 
4 probably conta in regions of  Th^Hj^ and a lso minor regions of  ThHg. 
From the t rend in  the re laxat ion t imes as a funct ion of  maximum sample 
temperature at ta ined,  p lus the value of  c obta ined f rom the f inal  re lax­
at ion data of  sample 4,  i t  would appear that  pro longed heat ing at  e levated 
temperatures a l lows the regions of  Th^H^^ to  take on hydrogen f rom other  
regions of  the sample.  F igure 17 shows the resul ts  of  l ine width 
measurements for  sample 3 compared wi th re laxat ion measurements.  The data 
represented by t r iangles were calculated f rom measurements assuming 
a Lorentz ian l ine shape.  For  th is  shape the l ine width,  6H, def ined 
as the d is tance between maximum and minimum s lope is  g iven by 6H = — 
(45).  I f  there actual ly  are non-di f fus ing nucle i  present ,  as the tempera­
ture is  ra ised the l ine width associated wi th them wi l l  narrow to a 
l imi t ing value determined by the crysta l  s t ructure,  whi le the l ine width 
of  the d i f fus ing hydrogen wi l l  cont inue to narrow as the mot ion becomes 
more rapid.  The : ine width measurements (CW) o f  F igure 17 do not  agree 
wi th the l ine widths calculated f rom the re laxat ion measurements,  and 
show a tendency to level  o f f  at  h igher temperatures.  In  the region 
between 10^/T = 2.6°K ^ and 3-2°K the two l ine widths would be 
approximately equal  and i t  would be extremely d i f f icu l t  to observe the 
presence of  two resonances,  and only one resonance was observed.  I t  
should be added that  the act ivat ion energy taken From the l ine width 
data was 4.7 K-ca1er ie/mole,  which is  s igni f icant ly  smal ler  than that  
determined f rom the re laxat ion data,  but  is  in  good agreement wi th the 
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value of  5-3 K-calor îe/mole obta ined by Spal thof f  (4)  us ing l ine width 
measurements for  ThH^ between lO^/T = 2.0°K '  and 4.8°K \  
Figure 17.  The log of  the hydrogen line widths versus reciprocal 
temperature. The triangles are calculated from Tg 
(relaxation measurements). The upper curve gives an 
activation energy of approximately 5 K-calorie/moIe, 
while the lower line gives an activation energy of 
approximately 8 K-calorie/moIe. 
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VI.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A.  Summary 
Table 1 summarizes the parameters obta ined f rom th is  study which 
are re levant  to  the d i f fus ion of  hydrogen in  the thor ium-hydrogen systems. 
Act ivat ion energies based on previous hydr ide studies (2, 3, 4) have been 
inc luded for  compar ison.  I t  should be noted that  a pre l iminary report  
of  the present  work (US) gave act ivat ion energies of  17-7 + 2.0 K-
calor ie/mole for  ThHg number 1^ 17.0 + 1.5 K-calor ie/mole for  ThH2 number 
2 ,  and 8.1 + 0.7 K-calor ie/mole for  Th^H^^ number 3 .  These values were 
taken f rom s lopes of  the data wi thout  use of  the Torrey theory.  The 
energies quoted (47)  for  T^ s lope measurements were 11.2 + 3.0,  14.5 + 
1.0,  and 6 .4+ 0.5 K-calor ie/mole respect ive ly .  In  the case of  ThHg the 
values are inf luenced by the extra in teract ion apparent  a t  the lower 
temperatures and d iscussed in  Chapter  V.  Appl icat ion of  the Torrey theory 
has changed the energies somewhat,  and has a lso removed some of  the 
d iscrepancy between the act ivat ion energies obta ined f rom T^ data and 
the T^ data.  
The value of  = 12.3 K-calor ie/mole,  quoted for  ThH2 f rom the 
work of  Peterson and Rexer (2) ,  inc ludes the energy of  d i f fus ional  mot ion 
of  2.3 K-calor ie/mole and the energy required to form a hydrogen vacancy,  
which is  9.95 K-calor ie/mole.  These values and the 19.6 K-calor ie/mole 
(6)  value were der ived f rom react ion rate studies of  hydrogen wi th 
thor ium. 
In addi t ion to the d i f fus ion resul ts ,  negat ive f ract ional  sh i f ts  of  
the hydrogen resonance f requencies at  constant  magnet ic  f ie ld which are 
Table 1.  Summary o f  the resul ts  of  th is  study obta ined f rom hydrogen spin re laxat ion measurements 
Sample 
Number H/Th 
bas i  c 
(d i f fus ive )  
jump length 
/K-Calor iesv 
^ mole '  
TpCsec) 
Temperature 
Range (°C) 
ZfThHg) 
^(Th^H,^)  
2.0 14 352 2.43 16.2 -9.8x10" 192;  450 
[12.3]°  [550;  
1—
1 
O
 
O
 
[ 19.6]"  
-4.6x10-14 
[352;  560]  
1.8 17 364 2.43 18.3 173;  470 
•3.2 7.3 212 2.02 7.94 -1.2x10" ' '  78;  470 
3.5 6.7 201 2.02 7.18 -2.2x10"* '  91;  315 
3.5 I—
1 
1 
1 n 
5;  127 
1—
I 
V/1
 
VJ
 
1 
t a
 
[ -65;  227]  
^  This number is  der ived f rom react ion rate studies (2) .  
^  This number Is  der ived f rom react ion rate studies (3) .  
^ This number is derived from line width measurements of this study. 
^ This number is derived from line width measurements (4). 
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on Ihc order  of  10 have been determined for  the ThHg samples.  These 
samples a lso show evidence of  a sp in- lat t ice re laxat ion mechanism which 
var ies e i ther  as = a/T(a = 238 seconds-°K),  or  as T j  = 0.435 seconds 
independent  o f  temperature.  
B.  Conclusions 
The hydrogen nuclear  spin re laxat ion t imes,  in  the temperature 
ranges of  th is  study,  are dominated by t ranslat ional  hydrogen d i f fus ion,  
and are sat is factor i ly  predicted by Torrey 's  theory of  t ranslat ional  
d i f fus ion.  The appl icat ion of  Torrey 's  theory has furn ished quant i tat ive 
evidence for  ident i fy ing the dominant  d i f fus ion mechanism in  each of  
the two hydr ide phases.  The mechanism which th is  theory indicates as 
responsib le for  hydrogen d i f fus ion in the face centered tet ragonal  
thor ium lat t ice is  that  of  hydrogen jumps between nearest  neighbor octa­
hedral  and tet rahedral  in terst i t ia l  posi t ions.  In  the body centered 
cubic thor ium lat t ice of  Th^H^^,  there are 48 hydrogen s i tes per uni t  
ce l l  of  the type 48el  and 12 hydrogen s i tes of  the 12a4.  The Torrey 
theory predicts the re laxat ion data of  th is  phase sat is factor i ly  when 
i t  is  assumed that  the 12a4 hydrogens do not  d i f fuse and that  the 48el  
hydrogens d i f fuse by means of  jumps between nearest  neighbor 48el  
posi t ions.  
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IX.  APPENDIX 
A.  Der ivat ion of  the Time Rate of  Change of  the Average 
Spin Angular  Momentum With Specia l  Considerat ion for  Th^Hj^ 
Solomon (24)  considers a two spin system, wi th spin angular  moment 
operators J_ and subject  to  a d ipolar  energy per turbat ion 
2 _ _ _ 
= - (y y Lj) [3(1 ' r)(S .  r)  -  T .  I ]  
to the zero order  Zeeman Hami l tonian.  For  th is  case both spins have 
the same 7 .  There are four  possib le zero order  energy e igenstates of  
the system. These are shown below wi th the t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies 
between the separate s tates shown dagramat ical ly .  
w,  /LK>l+)3v w 
um 
- ' 
"o 
" 1  ^  
w, 
The s ingle par t ic le e igenstates obey the e igenvalue equat ions shown 
below. 
i + >  =  + 1 / 2 1 + >  
I z  1 " ^  =  -  \ - )  
1+) = + 1/2 1+) 
1")  = -  ' /2  ! - )  
The w's are def ined by equat ions 11-13 of  Chapter  i l l .  in a s imi lar  
fashion,  Solomon a lso def ines four  s ingle par t ic le e igenstates of  the 
x-components of  the spin angular  momentum, such that  
l^ \a)  = + 1/2 (a)  
= - 1/2 
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-§X 1°)  = + ] /2 1-)  
4  IP) = -  1/2 |p)  .  
These states are not  e igenstates of  the zero order  energy operator ,  but  
can be wr i t ten as or thogonal  l inear  combinat ions of  the energy e igen­
states.  Then,  s ince i t  is  the d ipolar  per turbat ion which is  responsib le 
for  t ransi t ions between these states,  the t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies can 
be found just  as the t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies for  energy e igenstates.  
Solomon uses u 's  to represent  t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies for  t ransi t ions 
between pai r  s tates for  the x-components.  The d iagram below represents 
the t ransi t ions for  these states.  
u.  
"2 "Sv"!  
"o 
[ |P) |o) ]  
u.  
Solomon then shows,  for  the t ime rate of  change of  the average spin 
angular  momentum e igenvalues,  that  
I  = -  (w + 2w, + w_)( l  -  I  )  -  (w_ -  w ) (S -  S )  
(Al )  
= -  (wg -  w^) (T^ -  IJ  -  (w^ + 2wj  + Wg) (S^ -  S J  
= -  (u^ + 2U| + Ug) 1^ -  (u,  -
-  -  ("2 -  "o)  'x  -  ("o + ^" l  + "2)  •  
S ince in  the present  case,  7^ = 7^ = 7  ,  the only observable quant i t ies 
are I  + S and I  + S ,  and the t ime rate of  change equat ions are 
22 XX 
added to g ive 
(T^ + S^)  = -2(w,  + wp (1^ + -  >0 "  
and 
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( ' x  +  s , ;  =  - 2 ( u ,  +  u . i f l , ,  +  s ^ ) .  ( a 2 )  
Now the per turbat ion used in  th is  study and def ined by equat ion 3 
of  Chapter  111 is  the sum of  a l l  possib le d ipolar  pai r  in teract ions,  and 
the corre lat ion funct ion def ined by equat ion 14 is  the sum of  a l l  
possib le pai r  co re lat ion funct ions for  one spin,  averaged ever the 
spin ensemble.  A lso the spectra l  densi t ies of  equat ion 16 are the 
sums of  a l l  the pai r  spectra l  densi t ies of  one spin averaged over the 
spin ensemble.  Thus the t reatment  of  Solomon can be extended to the 
Hami l tonian of  equat ion 3,  and the w's and u 's  wi l l  be def ined by S 's  
H 
of  equat ion 16 when the appropr iate factors are inc luded.  Resing and 
Torrey (8)  have used th is  method to calculate the funct ions of  equat ions 
19 and 20,  along wi th the re lat ions 
u^ = 1/4 w^ + 1/8 Wg, 
u^ = 1/2 w.  + 1/8 Wg, 
and (A3) 
Ug = 1/4 w^ + 2wj  "g ^2*  
The problem of  Th^H^^ d i f fus ion wi l l  now be considered.  The 
assumpt ion is  made that  the 12 a hydrogens per  uni t  ce l l  located in  the 
12a4 posi t ions do not  undergo d i f fus ion whi le the 48 e hydrogens 
located at  the 48el  s i tes d i f fuse to nearest  neighbor 48el  s i tes.  In 
th is  t reatment  in teract ions between pai rs  of  e nucle i  wi l l  not  be 
considered.  The reasons for  th is  are that  for  non-di f fus ing spins,  the 
spin la t t ice interact ion is  extremely weak when compared to the in ter­
act ion wi th rapid ly  d i f fus ing spins,  and because the re laxat ion t ime T2 
due to the in teract ion of  the non-di f fus ing spins wi l l  be,  in  general ,  
so much shorter  than that  due to  the in teract ion wi th d i f fus ing spins 
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that  i t  cannot  be observed,  and on the t ime scale of  the d i f fus ion 
interact ion the average x spin component  o f  the a nucle i  may be 
considered to be zero.  
I f  the w's and u 's  are now taken to be the t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies 
for  pai rs  of  e spins wi th spin angular  momentum _|_ and then equat ions 
A1 and A2 apply for  th is  in teract ion.  For the in teract ion between the 
a  a n d  t h e  e  n u c l e i ,  t h e  w ' s  a n d  u ' s  a r e  r e p l a c e d  b y  p ' s  a n d  q ' s  
respect ive ly .  Taking the spin angular  momentum of  the a nucle i  to  be 
and remember ing that  there are 4 t imes as many e nucle i  as a nucle i  
so that  the probabi l i ty  of  an a t ransi t ion is  4 t imes that  of  an e 
t ransi t ion,  equat ions A1 become 
= -  (Po + 2p,  + Pg) (T^ -  1^)  -  4(P2 -  p^)(L^ -  1^) ,  
I ,  = -  (Pg -  Po) 0 ,  -  'o)  -  ""(Po + 2P, +  Pg) (L^ -  L^) ,  
"•x = -  (So + ^^1 + ^2^ 'x  "  4(92 "  "-x '  
= -  (<2 -  " lo)  ^x •  4(^0 + + qg) L* .  
Taking equal  to  zero and neglect ing for  reasons g iven above,  the 
t ime rate of  change equat ions for  th is  interact ion become 
(A5) 
!^  + = -  2(p,  + Pg)(1^ -  -  8(p,  + Pg)(L^ -  L^)  
Tx = -  (do + 2qi  + qg) 1^ .  
Therefore the rate of  change for  the indiv idual  spins due to th is  
in teract ion can be wr i t ten as 
z = -2(Pl  + P2)( 'z  "  'o)  
X = -2(90 "^2^ 'x  (AS) 
Lz = -8(p^ + Pg)(L^ -  Lg).  
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For each e spin there wi l l  be a contr ibut ion of  the type g iven in  AS, 
therefore le t t inq J =1 +S + L = K + L and J  =1 -f-  S ,  the t ime 
-  Z Z Z Z Z Z  X  X  x /  
rate of  change equat ions of  the average tota l  spin angular  momentum 
become 
= ••2(w^ +  Wg + Pj  + P2) (^2 "  -  8(Pj  + ^^z ~ *"0^ 
^  " (ZU] + Zug + q^ + 2q^ + q^)  1^ •  
Now us ing equat ions A3 and the Torrey funct ions def ined by equat ions 3 '^  
37, and 38^ the fo l lowing is  obta ined f rom equat ions A?.  
Jz = -4 H J (kg, 2y)[L^ - L^] 
-  [Hg Kkg.  y)  + ^(kg,  2y) ] [K^ -  K^]  
2_ (a8)  
^x = - ["e (3/2 yG(kg, 0) + n(kg, y)] 
+ Haf3/2(2y)G(kg,  0)  + Q(k^,  2y)  -  2yG (k^,2y) ]  -  K j  
The funct ions wi th the subscr ipt  a are der ived f rom the a to e 
in teract ion t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies whi le the funct ions wi th subscr ipt  
e are der ived f rom the e to e in teract ion.  In a l l  the Torrey funct ions 
f o r  t i i e  e  t o  a  i n t e r a c t i o n ,  y  w a s  r e p l a c e d  b y  2 y .  T h e  r e a s o n  f o r  t h i s  
is  expla ined by Apgar (26)  to  be due to the fact  that  the in teract ion 
involves non-di f fus ing nucle i .  The reasoning is  that  i t  takes hal f  as 
long for  an e spin to migrate in to a volume element d^r  at  7  re lat ive 
to an a spin i f  the a spin is  stat ionary,  than i t  takes i f  the a spin 
is  a lso moving.  This,  of  course,  assumes random mot ion.  This means that  
in  equat ion 26 t  is  replaced by t /2 ,  which is  equivalent  to  replac ing 
T by 2t .  This then carr ies through the der ivat ion for  the t ransi t ion 
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probabi l i t ies and the Torrey funct ions.  The net  ef fect  is  that  y  is  
replaced by 2y in  the Torrey funct ions.  
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Table Al .  Tabulat ion of  the Torrey Funct ions (k = 0.554) 
Y G(k,  y)  G(k,  2y)  
0.0 
1 0 " '  
1 0 " '  
0.43547 0.43547 
0.25 X 0.41126 0.39766 
0.50 X 0 . 3 9 7 6 6  0.37715 
0 .  1 0  0.37715 0.34428 
0.  15 0.35998 0.31508 
0.20 0.34428 0.28765 
0.25 0.32941 0.26173 
0.30 0.31508 0.23743 
0.35 0 . 3 0 1 1 8  0 . 2 1 4 9 2  
0.40 0 . 2 8 7 6 5  0.19431 
0.45 0 . 2 7 4 5 0  0 . 1 7 5 6 1  
0.50 0 . 2 6 1 7 3  0 . 1 5 8 7 8  
0.55 0.24936 0 . 1 4 3 7 2  
0 . 6 0  .  0.23743 0 . 1 3 0 2 8  
0.65 0.22594 0 .11 8 3 2  
0.70 0 . 2 1 4 9 2  0 . 1 0 7 6 9  
0.80 0 . 1 9 4 3 1  0 . 8 9 8 3 2  X  10 
0.90 0 . 1 7 5 6 1  0 . 7 5 6 6 6  X  10 
0.  10 X  l o '  0 . 1 5 8 7 8  0.64352 X 10 
0.11 X  i o '  0 . 1 4 3 7 2  0.55237 X  10 
0.  12 X  l o '  0 . 1 3 0 2 8  0.47825 X  10 
0.13 X l o '  0 . 1 1 8 3 2  0.41742 X  10 
0.14 X  i o '  0 . 1 0 7 6 9  0 . 3 6 7 0 2  X  10 
O
 
X
 l o '  0 . 8 9 8 3 2  X  1 0 ~ '  0.28941 X  10 
0.18 X  l o '  0 . 7 5 6 6 6  X  1 0  0.23348 X 10 
0 . 2 0  X  l o '  0.64352 X  10" '  0 . 1 9 2 0 1  X  10 
0.22 X l o '  0 . 5 3 2 4 1  X  1 0 " •  0 . 1 5 3 8 3  X  10 
0.25 X l o '  0.44637 X  10" '  0 . 1 2 5 8 5  X  10 
0.28 X l o '  0 . 3 6 7 0 2  X  1 0 "  •  0.  10121 X  10 
0.30 X  l o '  0 . 3 2 4 9 0  X  1 0 "  0 . 8 8 5 6 3  X  10 
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Table Al  (Cont inued) 
G(k,  y)  G(k,  2y)  
0.35 X  lo '  0.24588 X  
1 
1 
0
0
0
 
0 .65594 X  10-2 
0.40 X  lo '  0 . 1 9 2 0 1  X  
1 
1 
0
0
0
 
0 .50487 X  10"^ 
0.50 X  10^ 0.12585 X  
1 
1 
0
0
0
 
0 .32514 X  io"2 
0.60 X  10^ 0 . 8 8 5 6 3  X  lo"^  0 . 2 2 6 5 7  X  10-2 
0.70 X  10^ 0.65594 X  10"^ 0 . 1 6 6 8 0  X  10-2 
0 . 8 0  X  10^ 0.50487 X  10-2 0 . 1 2 7 8 8  X  10-2 
0 .  1 0  X  10^ 0,32514 X  10-2 0 . 8 1 9 7 2  X  10-3 
0.  14 X  10^ 0 . 1 6 6 8 0  X  10-2 0 . 4 1 8 8 0  X  10-3 
0.20 X  lo '  0 . 8 1 9 7 2  X  10-3 0 . 2 0 5 3 6  X  10-3 
0.30 X  io2 0.36489 X  10-3 0 . 9 1 3 0 8  X  10-4 
0.40 X  102 0 . 2 0 5 3 6  X  10-3 0 . 5 ) 3 6 8  X  10-4 
0.60 X  10% 0.91308 X  10-4 0 . 2 2 8 3 2  X  10-4 
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Table A2.  Tabulat ion of  the Torrey Funct ions (k = 0.884) 
G ( k ,  Y O  G(k,  2y)  
0 . 0  
10"^ 
0.75758 
0.25 X  0.66134 
0.50 X  10" '  0.61024 
0.  10 0.53954 
0 .  1 5  0.48696 
0.20 0.44403 
0.25 0.40743 
O
 
o
 0.37545 
0.35 0.34707 
0.40 0 . 3 2 1 6 0  
0.45 0 . 2 9 8 5 9  
0.50 0.2776s 
0.55 0 . 2 5 8 6 2  
0.60 0.24118 
0.65 0 . 2 2 5 1 9  
0.70 0.21052 
0.80 0.18459 
0.90 0 . 1 6 2 5 8  
0.  10 X  l o '  0.14382 
0 . 1 1  X  l o '  0 . 1 2 7 7 7  
0.  12 X  l o '  0.11400 0.38382 X  1 0 " '  
0.  13 X  10^ 0 . 1 0 2 1 3  0.33307 X  10" '  
0 .  14 X  l o '  0.91862 X  10" '  0.29148 X  10" '  
0 .  16 X  l o '  0.75179 X  10" '  0 . 2 2 8 2 0  X  1 0 " '  
0.  18 X  10^ 0.62408 X  10"^ 0 . 1 8 3 1 6  X  1 0 " '  
0 .  v o  X  l o '  0.52479 X  10"^ 0 .  1 5 0 0 7  X  1 0 " '  
1 0 " '  0.22 X  l o '  0.42950 X  10" '  0 . 1 1 9 8 1  X  
0.25 X  10 '  0.35715 X  10" '  0 . 9 7 7 8 1  X  10-2 
0.28 X  l o '  0.29148 X  10" '  • 0 .78464 X  10-2 
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Table A2 (Cont inued) 
Y G(k,  y)  G(k,  2y)  
0.30 X  10"^ 0 . 2 5 7 0 2  X  10"' 0 . 6 8 5 8 1  X  10"^ 
0.35 X  10^ 0.1931]  X  1Q -t 0.50692 X  10-2 
0 . 4 c  X  10^ 0 . 1 5 0 0 7  X  10-t 0 . 3 8 9 6 5  X  10"2 
0
 
LA 0
 X  10^ 0 . 9 7 7 8 1  X  0 . 2 5 0 5 4  X  10-2 
0 . 6 0  X  10^ 0 . 6 8 5 8 1  X  10"^ 0 . 1 7 4 4 3  X  10-2 
0
 
0
 X  10^ 0 . 5 0 6 9 2  X  10-2 0 . 1 2 8 3 5  X  10"2 
0 . 8 0  X  10' 0.38965 X  10"^ 0 . 9 8 3 7 0  X  10-3 
0 . 1 0  X  iO^ 0 . 2 5 0 5 4  X  l o " ^  0 . 6 3 0 3 1  X  10'3 
0 . 1 4  X  10^ 0 .  1 2 8 3 5  X  10"^ 0 . 3 2 1 9 2  X  10-3 
0.20 X  10^ 0 . 6 3 0 3 1  X  l o " ^  0 . 1 5 7 8 3  X  10"3 
0.30 X  10^ 0 . 2 8 0 4 7  X  10-3 0 . 7 0 1 6 6  X  10-4 
0.40 X  10^ 0 . 1 5 7 8 3  X  10-3 0 . 3 9 4 7 2  X  10-4 
0 . 6 0  X  10^ 0 , 7 0 1 6 6  X  0 . 1 7 5 4 5  X  10-4 
